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In this thesis we introduce and study notions of relatively uniform continuity and strong
continuity with respect to the relatively uniform topology for semigroups of operators on
general vector lattices. These notions allow us to study semigroups on non-locally convex
spaces, such as Lp(R) for 0 < p < 1, and non-complete spaces, such as Lip(R),UC(R),
and Cc(R). We provide examples of relatively uniformly continuous semigroups such as
Koopman semigroups and the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup. We introduce notions of rel-
atively uniformly continuous, differentiable, and integrable functions on R+ which enable
us to study generators of relatively uniformly continuous semigroups. Our main result is a
Hille-Yosida type theorem which provides sufficient and necessary conditions for an opera-
tor to be the generator of an exponentially order bounded, relatively uniformly continuous,
positive semigroup.
Math. Subj. Class. (2020): 46A40, 46B42, 47D06, 47B65.
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V disertaciji uvedemo in obravnavamo pojme relativno enakomerne zveznosti in krepke
zveznosti glede na relativno enakomerno topologijo za polgrupe operatorjev na splošnih
vektorskih mrežah. Z njihovo pomočjo obravnavamo polgrupe na prostorih, ki niso lokalno
konveksni, kot so Lp(R) za 0 < p < 1, in nekompletnih prostorih Lip(R), UC(R) in Cc(R).
Predstavimo tudi primere relativno enakomerno zveznih polgrup kot so Koopmanove pol-
grupe in Ornstein-Uhlenbeckova polgrupa. Predstavimo pojme relativno enakomerno zveznih,
odvedljivih in integrabilnih funkcij na R+. Z njihovo pomočjo obravnavamo generatorje
relativno enakomerno zveznih polgrup. Glavni rezultat je izrek tipa Hille-Yosida, ki nudi
potrebne in zadostne pogoje, da je operator generator eksponentno urejenostno omejene,
relativno enakomerno zvezne in pozitivne polgrupe.
Math. Subj. Class. (2020): 46A40, 46B42, 47D06, 47B65.
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Obvious is the most dangerous word
in mathematics.
E. T. Bell
In the 1940s, E. Hille [24, 25] and K. Yosida [58] introduced the theory of strongly
continuous semigroups on Banach spaces in order to treat evolution equations. By now,
their theory is well established and its applications reach well beyond the classical field of
partial differential equations. However, from the very beginning many situations occurred
in which the underlying space is not a Banach space. In order to deal with such phenomena,
already I. Miyadera [40], H. Komatsu [32], K. Yosida [59], K. Singbal-Vedak [49], T. Komura
[33], S. Ōuchi [43], and others generalized the theory to strongly continuous semigroups
on locally convex spaces. Later, different types of continuity of semigroups have been
introduced and studied in [16, 45, 36, 37, 23, 13].
The purpose of this thesis is to provide a general framework for the theory of strongly
continuous semigroups on vector lattices. Although vector lattices themselves are initially
order and algebraic theoretical constructs, they admit topologies which arise purely from
order. The natural question that appears is whether one can study dynamical systems on
general vector lattices. Since we want that our notion of strong continuity of semigroups
on general vector lattices agrees with the strong continuity for semigroups on Banach
lattices, the relatively uniform topology τru seems to be the correct choice. This allows us
to consider semigroups on non-Banach spaces, such as Cc(R),Lip(R), UC(R), and C(R)
or even on non-locally convex spaces such as Lp(R) for 0 < p < 1. We discuss two types
of continuity of semigroups on vector lattices: the strong continuity with respect to the
relatively uniform topology τru and the relatively uniform continuity. The former notion
is defined by τru-convergence and the latter is defined by relatively uniform convergence.
The main focus of this thesis lies on the relatively uniform continuous semigroups. We
show that these semigroups allow, as in the case of C0-semigroups, a systematic theory
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including a Hille-Yosida type theorem. The content of this thesis is basing on the articles
[28, 31], and unpublished collaboration with Jochen Glück.
In Chapter 1 we recall some basic terms from the theory of vector lattices and the
theory of strongly continuous operator semigroups needed in the sequel.
Chapter 2 deals with the notion of relatively uniform convergence on vector lattices.
First, we provide some basic results and investigate this convergence on different spaces.
Then we introduce the corresponding calculus by defining continuity, differentiability, and
integrability with respect to the relatively uniform convergence. In this context we prove a
version of the fundamental theorem of calculus. The relatively uniform convergence gives
rise to the notion of the relatively uniform topology which we compare to other types of
topologies on vector lattices and investigate it further.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the study of two types of semigroups. In Section 3.1 we
motivate the first type, which is called the relatively uniformly continuous semigroups, on
Lp-spaces and prove the main properties of such semigroups on general vector lattices.
We observe that an important class of C0-semigroups on L
p-spaces for 1 < p < ∞, which
includes the heat semigroup and the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup, consists of relatively
uniformly continuous semigroups. Furthermore, we characterize C0-semigroups on Banach
lattices which are relatively uniformly continuous and provide instances when the (left)
translation semigroup is - or is not - relatively uniformly continuous. This motivates us to
investigate in Section 3.2 the notion of τru-strongly continuous semigroups which can be
seen as a generalization of C0-semigroups on Banach lattices. We present how one can lift
strong continuity with respect to the relatively uniform topology τru from a τru-dense set
to the whole space. In Section 3.3 we build different standard constructions of relatively
uniformly continuous semigroups from given ones and see how the classical semigroup
theory fails to be applicable in this setting. In Section 3.4 we investigate classes of vector
lattices on which every positive semigroup is relatively uniformly continuous if and only
if its orbit maps are order bounded on finite intervals and it is ru-continuous on a dense
subset. This allows us to identify relatively uniformly continuous Koopman semigroups on
Lip(R), UC(R), and C(R) through properties of the corresponding semiflows.
In Chapter 4 our main goal is to prove a Hille-Yosida type theorem for relatively
uniformly continuous semigroups. For this purpose, in Section 4.1 we first study generators
of relatively uniformly continuous positive semigroups. We introduce the notions of an ru-
closed and ru-densely defined operator on a vector lattice and show that every generator of
a relatively uniformly continuous positive semigroup is such. While orbit maps of strongly
continuous semigroups on Banach spaces grow at most exponentially in norm, relatively
uniformly continuous semigroups on general vector lattices a priori do not experience such
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a behavior. Hence, in Section 4.2 we introduce the notion of exponentially order bounded
semigroups. We prove that resolvents of generators of such semigroups are their Laplace
transforms and that they satisfy a certain property related to the exponential growth of the
semigroups. The rest of this thesis is devoted to the proof of the main result, Theorem 4.19,
using the so-called Yosida approximants. We conclude by showing that every exponentially
order bounded, relatively uniformly continuous, positive semigroup is uniquely determined
by its generator, see Proposition 4.21.
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For the convenience of the reader, we recall some basic notions from the theory of vector
lattices and the theory of operator semigroups.
1.1 Vector lattices
1.1.1 Basic notions
A real vector space X is said to be an ordered vector space whenever it is equipped with
an order relation ≤ (i.e., ≤ is a reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive binary relation on
X) that is compatible with the algebraic structure of X in the sense that it satisfies the
following two axioms:
1. Translation invariance: If x ≤ y, then x + z ≤ y + z holds for all z ∈X.
2. Positive homogeneity: If x ≤ y, then ax ≤ ay holds for all positive scalars a ∈ R+.
An alternative notation for x ≤ y is y ≥ x. A vector x in X is called positive whenever x ≥ 0
holds. We write x > 0 if x ≥ 0 and x /= 0. The set of all positive vectors of X is denoted by
X+. A nonempty subset A of X is said to have a supremum if there exists u ∈X such that
a ≤ u holds for all a ∈ A, and from a ≤ v for all a ∈ A it follows that u ≤ v. Similarly, one
can define the infimum of a set by reversing the order relations in the previous sentence.
A vector lattice is an ordered vector space X with the additional property that for each
pair of vectors x, y ∈X the supremum x ∨ y ∶= sup{x, y} and the infimum x ∧ y ∶= inf{x, y}
of the set {x, y} both exist in X. We write ∣x∣ ∶= x ∨ (−x).
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Example 1.1.
(a) For a topological space Ω the space of real-valued continuous functions on Ω, denoted
by C(Ω), is a vector lattice if endowed with the partial order ≤ defined by
f ≤ g ∶⇐⇒ f(x) ≤ g(x) for all x ∈ Ω;
see, e.g., [56, p. 15].
(b) For a measure space (Y,F , µ) and 0 < p < ∞ the space of real-valued p-integrable
functions on Y, denoted by Lp(Y ), is a vector lattice if endowed with the partial
order ≤ defined by
f ≤ g ∶⇐⇒ f(x) ≤ g(x) for almost all x ∈ Y ;
see, e.g., [56, p. 51].
A vector lattice X is said to be Archimedean if for each x, y ∈X from 0 ≤ nx ≤ y for all
n ∈ N it follows that x = 0.
A subspace J ⊂ X of a vector lattice X is called a vector sublattice whenever for each
pair x, y ∈ J the vector x∨y (taken in X) belongs to J . Since x∨y = 12(x+y+ ∣x−y∣) holds
for all x, y ∈ X, it is equivalent to require that for all z ∈ J the vector ∣z∣ belongs to J ; see
[6, Theorem 1.7.(6)].
Example 1.2.
(a) For a metric spaceM the space of real-valued uniformly continuous functions onM,
denoted by UC(M), and the space of real-valued Lipschitz continuous functions on
M, denoted by Lip(M), are vector sublattices of C(M). Indeed, it is easy to see
that for f, g ∈ UC(M) the supremum x↦ (f∨g)(x) ∶=max{f(x), g(x)} is in UC(M)
and whenever f, g ∈ Lip(M) we have f ∨ g ∈ Lip(M).
(b) By [8, Theorem 4.12], for each 1 ≤ p ≤∞ the first Sobolev space W1,p(R) is a vector
sublattice of Lp(R).
A subset J of a vector lattice X is said to be solid whenever ∣x∣ ≤ ∣y∣ and y ∈ J imply
x ∈ J . An ideal in X is a solid vector subspace of X. Ideals are always vector sublattices.
Example 1.3. It is easy to see that for a locally compact Hausdorff space Ω the space of
continuous functions on Ω which vanish at infinity, denoted by C0(Ω), and the space of
continuous functions on Ω with compact support, denoted by Cc(Ω), are ideals of C(Ω).
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For a nonempty subset A of a vector lattice X the ideal generated by A is the smallest
(with respect to inclusion) ideal which includes A. It is easy to see that the ideal generated
by A is





A principal ideal is an ideal generated by a single vector. The ideal generated by a vector
u ∈X is denoted by Iu.
Example 1.4. For a metric spaceM the space of bounded functions in UC(M), denoted
by BUC(M), is a principal ideal of UC(M) which is generated by the constant function
one on M.
A vector lattice X is said to have a strong unit whenever there exists u ∈X+ such that
for each x ∈ X there exists λ > 0 such that ∣x∣ ≤ λu holds. By definition, every principal
ideal has a strong unit.
A linear functional ϕ ∶ X → R on a vector lattice X is called strictly positive if for each
x ∈X with x > 0 we have ϕ(x) > 0.
A vector lattice has the countable sup property whenever every nonempty subset pos-
sessing a supremum contains a countable subset possessing the same supremum. By [3,
Theorem 8.22], every vector lattice which admits a strictly positive linear functional has
the countable sup property.
Example 1.5. For a positive measure space (Y,F , µ) and 1 ≤ p < ∞ the function space
Lp(Y ) has countable sup property since it has a strictly positive linear functional. Indeed,




is a strictly positive linear functional on Lp(Y ) where 1p + 1q = 1.
If x and y are two vectors in a vector lattice X with x ≤ y, then the order interval [x, y]
is the subset of X defined by
[x, y] ∶= {z ∈X ∶ x ≤ z ≤ y}.
A subset A of a vector lattice is said to be bounded above whenever there exists some
x satisfying y ≤ x for all y ∈ A. Similarly, a set A of a vector lattice is bounded below
whenever there exists some x satisfying y ≥ x for all y ∈ A. Finally, a subset in a vector
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lattice is called order bounded if it is bounded both above and below (or, equivalently, if it
is included in an order interval).
A linear operator T ∶X → Z between two ordered vector spaces is said to be order
bounded if it maps order bounded subsets of X to order bounded subsets of Z. If, in
addition, Tx ≥ 0 holds for all x ≥ 0, then T is said to be positive. An operator on a vector
lattices is called regular if it is a difference of positive operators.
A vector lattice is called Dedekind complete whenever every nonempty order bounded
subset has a supremum.
Example 1.6. For a positive measure space (Y,F , µ) and 0 < p < ∞ the vector lattice
Lp(Y ) is Dedekind complete; see, e.g., [56, p. 78].
A net (xα)α in a vector lattice X converges in order to x ∈X if there exists a decreasing
net (yβ)β ⊂X with infβ yβ = 0 such that for each β there exists α0 such that
∣xα − x∣ ≤ yβ
holds for all α ≥ α0. We write xα
oÐ→ x whenever (xα)α converges in order to x ∈X.
Example 1.7. It is well-known that in Lp-spaces a sequence converges in order to 0 if and
only it is order bounded and converges pointwise almost everywhere to 0; see [53, Example
1.2].
A subset S of a vector lattice is said to be order closed whenever (xα)α ⊂ S and xα
oÐ→ x
imply x ∈ S. An order closed ideal is referred to as a band. For a subset A of a vector
lattice, the band generated by A is the smallest band that contains A. A principal band is a
band generated by a single vector. The principal band generated by a vector u is denoted
by Bu.
1.1.2 Topologies on vector lattices
A seminorm ρ on a vector lattice X is said to be a Riesz seminorm whenever ∣x∣ ≤ ∣y∣
implies ρ(x) ≤ ρ(y). A norm on a vector lattice X is said to be a lattice norm whenever
it is also a Riesz seminorm. A normed vector lattice is a vector lattice equipped with a
lattice norm. A Banach lattice X is a normed vector lattice whose norm induces a complete
metric topology on X.
Example 1.8. For an Archimedean vector lattice X and u ∈ X+ the principal ideal Iu
endowed with the norm ∥ ⋅ ∥u, defined by
∥x∥u ∶= inf{λ > 0 ∶ ∣x∣ ≤ λ ⋅ u}
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for each x ∈ Iu, is a normed vector lattice.
A Banach lattice X is an AM-space whenever for each x, y ∈ X the assertion x ∧ y = 0
implies
∥x + y∥ =max{∥x∥, ∥y∥}.
Example 1.9. For a locally compact Hausdorff space Ω the space C0(Ω) equipped with
the supremum norm ∥ ⋅ ∥∞ is an AM-space. Indeed, for f, g ∈ C0(Ω) the condition f ∧ g = 0
implies that the supports of these two functions are disjoint from where it easily follows
that ∥f + g∥∞ =max{∥f∥∞, ∥g∥∞}.
A Banach lattice X is said to be an abstract Lp-space for some 1 ≤ p <∞, whenever for
all x, y ∈X with x ∧ y = 0 we have
∥x + y∥p = ∥x∥p + ∥y∥p.
Example 1.10. For a positive measure space (Y,F , µ) and 1 ≤ p < ∞ the space of p-
integrable functions Lp(Y ) is an abstract Lp-space. Indeed, for each f, g ∈ Lp(Y ) the
assertion f ∧ g = 0 implies that the supports of these functions are disjoint and hence, we
have
∥f + g∥p = ∫
Y





∣g(x)∣p dµ(x) = ∥f∥p + ∥g∥p.
A lattice norm ∥ ⋅ ∥ on a Banach lattice X is said to be order continuous whenever for
every decreasing net (xα)α in X the assertion infα xα = 0 implies ∥xα∥→ 0.
Example 1.11. By [5, p. 194], the lattice norm of an abstract Lp-space for 1 ≤ p < ∞ is
order continuous.
By [56, pp. 33-34], the order closed subsets of a vector lattice are the closed sets of a
topology which is called the order topology.
Example 1.12. By [60, Theorem 105.7], if a Banach lattice has an order continuous norm,
then the topology induced by the norm agrees with the order topology.
A linear topology τ on a vector lattice X is said to be locally solid if τ has a basis for
0 consisting of solid sets. In that case we call (X,τ) a locally solid vector lattice.
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Example 1.13. For a Banach lattice (X, ∥ ⋅ ∥) the family of open balls Bn(0) ⊂ X with
radius n ∈ Q>0 centered at 0 is a base for the topology induced by the lattice norm ∥ ⋅ ∥.
Furthermore, each Bn(0) is a solid set in X since ∣x∣ ≤ ∣y∣ implies ∥x∥ ≤ ∥y∥ for all x, y ∈X.
Hence, (X, ∥ ⋅ ∥) is a complete metrizable locally solid vector lattice.
Example 1.14. For a measure space (Y,F , µ) and 0 < p < 1 the family of solid sets (Un)n∈N,
defined by
Un ∶= {f ∈ Lp(Y ) ∶ ∫
Y
∣f ∣p dµ(x) < 1
n
}
for all n ∈ N, is a base for a complete metrizable linear topology τ on Lp(Y ) which is not
locally convex; see [1, p. 14] and [17, Example IV.3.16]. So, (Lp(Y ), τ) is a completely
metrizable locally solid vector lattice.
Example 1.15. By [22, p. 251], for each d ∈ N the space C(Rd), equipped with the topology
of uniform convergence on compact sets, is a complete metrizable topological vector space







∣f(x) − g(x)∣} .
The set of open ρ-balls at 0 is a neighborhood basis for 0 and since the assertion ∣f ∣ ≤ ∣g∣ on
C(Rd) implies ρ(f,0) ≤ ρ(g,0), every open ρ-ball at 0 is a solid set. Therefore C(Rd) is a
locally solid vector lattice. Furthermore, by [47, p. 80], the topology of uniform convergence
on compact sets on C(Rd) is linear and locally convex.
1.2 Semigroups of operators
A family (T (t))t≥0 of linear operators on a vector space is a one-parameter semigroup (or
a semigroup, for short) if it satisfies the functional equation
T (t + s) = T (t)T (s)
for all t, s ≥ 0 and T (0) = I.
We say that a semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a Banach space (X, ∥ ⋅ ∥) is a C0-semigroup (or
strongly continuous) whenever for each t ≥ 0 the operator T (t) is bounded and for each
x ∈X we have
T (h + t)x ∥⋅∥Ð→ T (t)x as h→ 0.
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It is well-known that for each C0-semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a Banach space (X, ∥ ⋅ ∥) there
exists w ∈ R and M ≥ 1 such that ∥T (t)∥ ≤ Mewt holds for all t ≥ 0; see [21, Proposition
I.5.5]. We call
w0 ∶= inf{w ∈ R ∶ there exists M ≥ 1 such that ∥T (t)∥ ≤Mewt holds for all t ≥ 0}
the growth bound of (T (t))t≥0.




T (h)x − x
h
, D(A) ∶= {x ∈X ∶ lim
h↘0
T (h)x − x
h
exists in X} .
The generator of a C0-semigroup is closed, densely defined, and it determines the semigroup
uniquely; see [21, Theorem II.1.4].
We call
ρ(A) ∶= {λ ∈ C ∶ the map (λ −A) ∶D(A)→X is bijective}
the resolvent set of A. For λ ∈ ρ(A), the inverse R(λ,A) ∶= (λ−A)−1 is a bounded operator
on X and is called the resolvent operator of A (at the point λ); see [21, Ch. II].
A semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a vector lattice X is called positive whenever the operator
T (t) is positive for all t ≥ 0. We call an operator A on a Banach lattice X resolvent positive
if there exists w ∈ R such that (w,∞) ⊂ ρ(A) and R(λ,A) is positive for all λ > w. A C0-
semigroup on a Banach lattice is positive if and only if its generator is a resolvent positive




This chapter introduces the notion of relatively uniform convergence on vector lattices
which is a major building block for this thesis. Here we provide basic results for relatively
uniform convergence and investigate this convergence on different vector lattices. We
further introduce the corresponding calculus by defining continuity, differentiability, and
integrability. In this context we prove a version of the fundamental theorem of calculus.
The relatively uniform convergence gives rise to the notion of relatively uniform topology
which we compare to other types of topologies on vector lattices and investigate it further.
2.1 Relatively uniform convergence
In 1912, E.H. Moore [41] defined a general notion of uniform convergence of sequences of
real functions on a given set, the notion of relatively uniform convergence. A sequence of
continuous functions (fn)n∈N converges relatively uniformly to a continuous function f if
there exists another continuous function g such that for each ε > 0 there exists N ∈ N such
that
∣fn − f ∣ ≤ ε ⋅ g
holds pointwise for all n ≥ N . One observes that the classical uniform convergence is
that instance of relatively uniform convergence in which g is identically equal to 1. It is,
however, also a notion of convergence which can be defined naturally within the framework
of the theory of vector lattices; see also [42], “uniform convergence”.
A net (xα)α in a vector lattice X converges relatively uniformly to x ∈X if one can find
a (non-unique) regulator u ∈X such that for each ε > 0 there exists α0 such that
∣xα − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u holds for all α ≥ α0.
13
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In this case we write xα
ruÐ→ x (with respect to u) and ru − lim
α
xα ∶= x. We call x a
relatively uniform limit (or ru-limit, for short) of (xα)α. We remark that the regulator u
is not unique since each v ≥ u is also a regulator of xα
ruÐ→ x. The concept of relatively
uniform convergence was especially fruitful in the middle of the 20th century; see, e.g.,
[29, Ch. 5], [39, Ch. 9], [44, Sec. 1.5], [30, 38, 57]. Nevertheless, also in the 21st century
there have been applications of relatively uniform convergence; see, e.g., [6, 11, 18, 55, 53].
The most prominent application of the notion of relatively uniform convergence was due to
W.A.J. Luxemburg and L.C. Moore Jr [38, Theorem 5.1]. They showed that the quotient
space of a vector lattice over an ideal is Archimedean if and only if this ideal contains the
ru-limits of every relatively uniformly converging sequence in the ideal.
By [38, Lemma 2.2], relatively uniformly convergent sequences in X have unique limits
if and only if X is Archimedean. Hence, throughout this thesis, X denotes an Archimedean
vector lattice.
The following properties for relatively convergent nets in X are easy to verify. The
proof is the same as in the case of sequences; see, e.g., [39, Theorem 16.2].
Lemma 2.1. Let x, y ∈X and (xα)α, (yβ)β ⊂X. If xα
ruÐ→ x with respect to ux and yα
ruÐ→ y
with respect to uy, then the following assertions hold.
(i) For a, b ∈ R we have axα + byα
ruÐ→ ax + by with respect to ∣a∣ux + ∣b∣uy.
(ii) xα ∨ yα
ruÐ→ x ∨ y and xα ∧ yα
ruÐ→ x ∧ y with respect to ux + uy.
(iii) x+α
ruÐ→ x+ and ∣xα∣
ruÐ→ ∣x∣ with respect to ux.
(iv) If xα is positive for all α, then x is positive.
The following lemma shows that relatively uniform convergence implies order conver-
gence and norm convergence on Banach lattices.
Lemma 2.2. Let x ∈ X and (xα)α ⊂ X be such that xα
ruÐ→ x with respect to u ∈ X. Then
(xα)α converges in order to x. If, in addition, X is a Banach lattice, then (xα)α converges
in norm to x.
Proof. Since for each ε > 0 there exists α0 such that
∣xα − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u
holds for all α ≥ α0 and since the net (yε)ε>0 ∶= (ε ⋅u)ε>0 is decreasing with infε>0 yε = 0, the
net (xα)α converges in order to x.
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Furthermore, if (X, ∥ ⋅ ∥) is a Banach lattice, then for each ε > 0 there exists α0 such
that
∥xα − x∥ ≤ ε ⋅ ∥u∥
holds for all α ≥ α0.
In the following remark we encounter conditions under which relatively uniform con-
vergence is equivalent to order convergence or norm convergence on Banach lattices.
Remark 2.3. By [18, Proposition 3], relatively uniform convergence coincides with order
convergence for nets whenever X is a Banach lattice with order continuous norm. This is
the case, for example, when X = Lp(Y ) where (Y,F , µ) is a positive measure space and
1 ≤ p <∞.
Furthermore, by [57, Proposition 1], on a Banach lattice X relatively uniform conver-
gence coincides with norm convergence for nets if and only if X has a strong unit. On the
other hand, by [57, Proposition 2], relatively uniform convergence coincides with the norm
convergence for sequences if and only if X is an AM -space. This is the case, for example,
when X = C0(Ω) where Ω is a locally compact space; see Example 1.9.
For a locally compact Hausdorff space Ω the following proposition characterizes rela-
tively uniform convergence in the space Cc(Ω). We will use it in Example 3.28.
Proposition 2.4. A net (fα)α ⊂ Cc(Ω) converges relatively uniformly to f ∈ Cc(Ω) if and
only if fα
∥⋅∥∞ÐÐ→ f and there exists a compact set K ⊂ Ω and α0 such that fα∣Kc = 0 holds for
all α ≥ α0.
Proof. (⇒) Pick ε > 0. There exist u ∈ Cc(Ω), independent of ε, and α0 such that
∣fα − f ∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u
holds for all α ≥ α0. This immediately implies that
∥fα − f∥∞ ≤ ε ⋅ ∥u∥∞ and ∣fα∣ ≤ ∣fα − f ∣ + ∣f ∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u + ∣f ∣
hold for all α ≥ α0. Hence, for all α ≥ α0 we have fα
∥⋅∥∞ÐÐ→ f and fα∣Kc = 0 where K is the
compact support of the function ε ⋅ u + ∣f ∣.
(⇐) In order to construct a convergence regulator u ∈ Cc(Ω) pick compact sets K1,K2 ⊂
Ω and α0 such that f∣K1c = 0 and fα∣K2c = 0 hold for all α ≥ α0. Then
(∣fα − f ∣)∣Kc ≤ (∣fα∣ + ∣f ∣)∣Kc = 0
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holds for all α ≥ α0 where K ∶=K1 ∪K2. By assumption, for each ε > 0 there exists α1 such
that ∥fα − f∥∞ ≤ ε holds for all α ≥ α1. Hence, for any α ≥ α0, α1 we have




Now, it is easy to see that any positive function u ∈ Cc(Ω) with u(x) = 1 for all x ∈ K
regulates the convergence fα
ruÐ→ f .
The following notions will be required in Section 2.2 where we will define integrals in
terms of relatively uniform convergence.
We say that a sequence (xn)n∈N ⊂ X is a relatively uniform Cauchy sequence (or ru-
Cauchy sequence, for short) if one can find a regulator u ∈ X such that for each ε > 0
there exists N ∈ N such that ∣xn − xm∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u holds for all n,m ≥ N . We call X relatively
uniformly complete (or ru-complete, for short) if each ru-Cauchy sequence in X converges
relatively uniformly in X. It is known that a vector lattice X is ru-complete if and only
if its principal ideals are ru-complete; see [39, Exercise 59.5]. Hence, every ideal of an
ru-complete vector lattice X is ru-complete.
Example 2.5. By [39, Theorem 42.5], every Dedekind complete vector lattice is ru-
complete and hence, for each 0 < p < ∞ the vector lattice Lp(Y ) is ru-complete where
(Y,F , µ) is a positive measure space; see Example 1.6. Furthermore, by [39, Theorem
43.1], for a topological space Ω the vector lattices C(Ω) and Cb(Ω) are ru-complete. For
a locally compact Hausdorff space Ω the spaces Cc(Ω) and C0(Ω) are ru-complete since
they are ideals of C(Ω).
Definition 2.6. For vector lattices X and Y a map T ∶X → Y preserves ru-limits if xα
ruÐ→ x
in X implies Txα
ruÐ→ Tx in Y .
By [53, Theorem 5.1], a linear operator between Archimedean vector lattices preserves
ru-limits if and only if it is order bounded. In particular, if T ∶X →X is a positive operator
and xα
ruÐ→ x with respect to a regulator u, then Txα
ruÐ→ Tx with respect to the regulator
Tu.
2.2 Relatively uniform calculus
In this section we introduce the concepts of continuity, differentiability, and integrability
of a function from R+ into a vector lattice X in terms of relatively uniform convergence
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and discuss their relationships. These concepts will be essential in Chapter 4. The main
result of this section is Proposition 2.14 which is a version of the Newton-Leibniz theorem
in the context of relatively uniform convergence.
Definition 2.7. A function f ∶R+ → X is called relatively uniformly continuous (or ru-
continuous, for short) if one can find a continuity regulator u∶R+ → X such that for each
ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that
∣f(h + t) − f(t)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u(t)
holds for all t ≥ 0 and h ∈ [−min{δ, t}, δ]. In this case we write
f(h + t) ruÐ→ f(t) as h→ 0 or ru- lim
h→0
f(h + t) = f(t).
Definition 2.8. A function f ∶R+ → X is called relatively uniformly differentiable (or ru-
differentiable, for short) if one can find a function f ′∶R+ →X and a differentiation regulator
u∶R+ →X such that for each ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that
∣f(h + t) − f(t)
h
− f ′(t)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u(t)
holds for all t ≥ 0 and h ∈ [−min{δ, t}, δ]. We call f ′ the ru-derivative of f .
Remark 2.9. (i) By Lemma 2.1, if f ∶R+ → X and g∶R+ → X are two ru-differentiable
functions with ru-derivatives f ′, g′ and differentiation regulators uf , ug, respectively, and
a, b ∈ R, then the function af + bg is ru-differentiable with ru-derivative af ′ + bg′ and
differentiation regulator ∣a∣uf + ∣b∣ug.
(ii) If X is a Banach lattice, then ru-differentiability implies differentiability with respect
to the norm.
Proposition 2.10. Every ru-differentiable function is ru-continuous.
Proof. Let f ∶R+ → X be an ru-differentiable function with some differentiation regulator
u∶R+ →X. Then for each ε > 0 there exists 0 < δ < ε such that
∣f(h + t) − f(t)∣ ≤ ∣h∣ ⋅ ∣f(h + t) − f(t)
h
− f ′(t)∣ + ∣h∣ ⋅ ∣f ′(t)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ (u(t) + ∣f ′(t)∣)
holds for all t ≥ 0 and h ∈ [−min{δ, t}, δ].
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Definition 2.11. A function f ∶R+ → X is called relatively uniformly integrable (or ru-
integrable, for short) if for each s ≥ 0 one can find a unique I(s) ∈ X and a regulator





(si − si−1)f(ti) − I(s)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u(s)
holds for every partition {s0, s1, . . . , sn} of the interval [0, s] with max1≤i≤n ∣si−si−1∣ ≤ δ and
ti ∈ [si−1, si], 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We call the map s↦ ∫
s
0 f(t) dt ∶= I(s) the ru-integral of f on [0, s].
The following proposition states some important properties of ru-integrals which we
shall use later on.
Proposition 2.12. Let f ∶R+ → X and g∶R+ → X be ru-integrable functions, a, b ∈ R,
x, s ∈ R+, and let T be a positive linear operator on X. Then the following assertions hold.




(af(t) + bg(t)) dt = a∫
s
0




































f(t) dt =∶ ∫
∞
0








exist, then the above results also hold for s =∞.
Proof. Assertion (i) follows directly from Lemma 2.1.(i).
In order to show (ii), pick any partitions {s0, s1, . . . , sn}, {x0, x1, . . . , xm} of the intervals
[0, s], [0, x], respectively, ti ∈ [si−1, si] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and yj ∈ [xj−1, xj] for 1 ≤ j ≤m. Then,
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by choosing ri ∶= xi for each 0 ≤ i ≤m and ri ∶= x + si for each m + 1 ≤ i ≤m + n, we obtain













where τi ∶= yi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m and τi ∶= x + ti for each m + 1 ≤ i ≤ m + n. From this
observation (ii) easily follows.
We now verify (iii). By assumption, there exist regulator functions uf , ug ∶R+ →X such
that for an arbitrary ε > 0 and each appropriate partition {s0, s1, . . . , sn} of the interval





(si − si−1)f(ti) −∫
s
0




(si − si−1)g(ti) −∫
s
0

























Since X is Archimedean, we obtain (iii).
Assertion (iv) follows from the fact that positive operators preserve ru-limits.
We now show a version of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus for ru-integrals and
ru-derivatives.
Proposition 2.13. Let f ∶R+ → X be an ru-continuous and ru-integrable function. Then
the ru-integral of f is ru-differentiable and its ru-derivative equals f .
Proof. By assumption, there exists a map u∶R+ → X such that for each ε > 0 there exists
δ > 0 such that ∣f(t + s) − f(s)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u(s) holds for all s ≥ 0 and t ∈ [−min{δ, s}, δ]. Hence,



















ε ⋅ u(s) dt = ε ⋅ u(s)
for all s ≥ 0 and h ∈ [−min{δ, s}, δ].
The following result will be used in the proof of Lemma 4.8. It is a version of the
Newton-Leibniz theorem in the relatively uniform context.
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Proposition 2.14. Let f ∶R+ → X be ru-differentiable with a differentiation regulator
u∶R+ → X such that its ru-derivative f ′ is ru-continuous with a continuity regulator





f ′(t) dt = f(s) − f(0).
Proof. By assumption, there exists w∶R+ → X such that for each s ≥ 0 and ε > 0 one can
find δs > 0 such that for each partition {s0, s1, . . . , sn} of the interval [0, s] with





(si − si−1)u(ti) −∫
s
0




(si − si−1)ũ(ti) −∫
s
0
ũ(t) dt∣ ≤ ε ⋅w(s).
Fix s > 0 and ε > 0. By assumption, there exists 0 < δ < δs such that
∣f(h + t) − f(t)
h
− f ′(t)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u(t) and ∣f ′(h + t) − f ′(t)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ ũ(t)









































2.3 Relatively uniform topology
In this section, we will see that the relatively uniform convergence gives rise to the relatively
uniform topology which has been first studied by W. A. J. Luxemburg and L. C. Moore
in [38]. Later, L. C. Moore investigated this topology even further. He proved in [26]
that if the relatively uniform topology is first countable then it is a linear topology, and
if the order dual separates points then it is Hausdorff. In [27] he compared the relatively
uniform topology to the norm topology on normed vector lattices. It appears, that the
relatively uniform topology had not been studied since. Here, we provide some examples
of relatively uniform topologies and compare the convergence in such topologies to the
relatively uniform convergence.
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A subset S of a vector lattice X is called relatively uniformly closed whenever (xn)n∈N ⊂
S and xn
ruÐ→ x imply x ∈ S. By [38, Section 3], the relatively uniformly closed sets are
exactly the closed sets of a certain topology in X, the relatively uniform topology, which
we denote by τru. One can easily verify that a subset V ⊂ X is open with respect to τru
(we say relatively uniformly open) whenever xn
ruÐ→ x and x ∈ V imply xn ∈ V for every
n ∈ N sufficiently large; see [39, p. 85]. When a net (xα)α ⊂ X converges to x in τru,
we write xα
τruÐ→ x. Since X is Archimedean, the topological space (X,τru) satisfies the
T1-separation axiom; see [39, p. 84].
The following proposition yields that if one starts by defining closed sets through nets,
one ends up with the same topology.
Proposition 2.15. A subset S of a vector lattice X is relatively uniformly closed if and
only if for each net (xα)α ⊂ S and x ∈X with xα
ruÐ→ x we have x ∈ S.
Proof. It suffices to prove the “only if” statement. Fix a relatively uniformly closed set
S ⊂ X, x ∈ X, and a net (xα)α ⊂ S satisfying xα
ruÐ→ x with respect to some regulator u.
We show that x ∈ S. For each n ∈ N pick any index αn such that ∣xαn − x∣ ≤ 1n ⋅ u. Then
xαn
ruÐ→ x, and since S is relatively uniformly closed, we conclude x ∈ S.
We proceed with various examples of important vector lattices together with the cor-
responding relatively uniform topologies.
Example 2.16.
(a) On a vector lattice X with a strong unit u ∈X the relatively uniform topology τru is
generated by the norm
∥x∥u ∶= inf{λ > 0 ∶ ∣x∣ ≤ λ ⋅ u},
since xα
ruÐ→ x if and only if xα
∥⋅∥uÐÐ→ x. Such vector lattices are norm complete if and
only if they are ru-complete.
(b) Let Ω be a locally compact Hausdorff space. Then, by Proposition 2.4, a set S ⊂
Cc(Ω) is relatively uniformly closed if and only if for each (fn)n∈N ⊂ S and f ∈ Cc(Ω)
the existence of a compact set K ⊂ Ω, such that fn∣Kc = 0 holds for all n ∈ N and
fn
∥⋅∥∞ÐÐ→ f as n→∞, imply f ∈ S.
(c) Let X be a vector lattice which admits a locally convex Hausdorff linear topology τ
which is determined by a countable family of Riesz seminorms. Then, by [38, The-
orem 3.9], we have τru = τ if for each τ -convergent sequence there exists a relatively
uniformly convergent subsequence.
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(d) If (X,τ) is a complete metrizable locally solid vector lattice, then, by [44, Proposition
4.2.4], a sequence (xn)n∈N ⊂ X converges to x ∈ X with respect to τ if and only if
every subsequence of (xn)n∈N has a subsequence which converges relatively uniformly
to x. This immediately yields that a subset of X is relatively uniformly closed if and
only if it is τ -closed, so that topologies τru and τ agree.
 Every Banach lattice X is a complete metrizable locally solid vector lattice;
see Example 1.13. Hence, τru agrees with the norm topology on X and if,
in addition, X has an order continuous norm, then τru agrees with the order
topology; see Example 1.12.
 For d ∈ N the space C(Rd), equipped with the topology of uniform conver-
gence on compact sets, is a complete metrizable locally solid vector lattice; see
Example 1.15.
 For a measure space (Y,F , µ) and 0 < p < 1 the vector lattice Lp(Y ), equipped
with the topology induced by the metric
dp(f1, f2) ∶= ∫
Y
∣f1(x) − f2(x)∣p dµ(x),
is a complete metrizable locally solid vector lattice which is not locally convex;
see Example 1.14.
In the following proposition we will show another characterization of relatively uniform
open sets.
Proposition 2.17. Let V be a subset of a vector lattice X. The following assertions are
equivalent.
(i) V is relatively uniformly open in X.
(ii) For each vector sublattice Y of X, the set V ∩ Y is relatively uniformly open in Y .
(iii) For each ideal Y of X, the set V ∩ Y is relatively uniformly open in Y .
(iv) For each band Y of X, the set V ∩ Y is relatively uniformly open in Y .
(v) For each u ∈X, the set V ∩Bu is relatively uniformly open in the principal band Bu.
(vi) For each u ∈ X, the set V ∩ Iu is open with respect to the norm topology on the
principal ideal Iu.
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Proof. To prove (i)⇒(ii), fix x ∈ V ∩ Y and (xn)n∈N ⊂ Y such that xn
ruÐ→ x with respect
to some u ∈ Y . Obviously, we have xn
ruÐ→ x in X and hence, there exists N ∈ N such that
xn ∈ V holds for all n ≥ N . Thus we have xn ∈ V ∩Y for all n ≥ N which proves that V ∩Y
is relatively uniformly open in Y .
(ii)⇒(iii), (iii)⇒(iv), (iv)⇒(v) are obvious.
To prove (v)⇒(vi), we first notice that for each u ∈X the ideal Iu is a vector sublattice
of Bu. Hence, by assumption and (i)⇒(ii), V ∩Iu is open with respect to relatively uniform
topology on Iu which, by Example 2.16.(a), coincides with the norm topology on Iu.
In order to prove (vi)⇒(i), fix x ∈ V and (xn)n∈N ⊂X such that xn
ruÐ→ x with respect to
some regulator u ∈ X. By definition, there exists N ∈ N such that ∣xn − x∣ ≤ u holds for all
n ≥ N . So, a tail of (xn)n∈N is contained in I∣x∣∨u. Since x ∈ V ∩ I∣x∣∨u the sequence (xn)n∈N
converges to x with respect to the norm ∥ ⋅ ∥∣x∣∨u, and V ∩ I∣x∣∨u is open with respect to the
norm topology on I∣x∣∨u, there exists N ∈ N such that xn ∈ V ∩ I∣x∣∨u holds for all n ≥ N .
Hence, we have xn ∈ V for all n ≥ N which proves that V is relatively uniformly open.
It is well-known that xn
ruÐ→ x implies xn
τruÐ→ x as n →∞; see [38, Section 3]. While in
general, the backward implication is not true, for sequences τru convergence is equivalent to
the following notion; see [38, Theorem 3.5]. A sequence (xn)n∈N ⊂X is relatively uniformly
∗-convergent to x if every subsequence of (xn)n∈N contains a further subsequence that
is relatively uniformly convergent to x. The natural question that appears here is what
happens when one replaces sequences by nets.
Definition 2.18. We say that a net (xα)α ⊂X is relatively uniformly ∗-convergent to x ∈X
if every subnet of (xα)α contains a further subnet that is relatively uniformly convergent
to x.
We write xα
ru∗ÐÐ→ x if a net or a sequence (xα) relatively uniformly ∗-converges to x. The
following proposition shows that for nets, relatively uniform ∗-convergence always implies
τru-convergence. On the other hand, Example 2.20 will show that the converse implication,
in general, is not true.
Proposition 2.19. If xα
ru∗ÐÐ→ x, then xα
τruÐ→ x.
Proof. We first consider the special case when xα
ruÐ→ x. Fix an open τru-neighborhood
U ⊂X for x and (xα)α ⊂X with xα
ruÐ→ x with respect to a regulator u ∈X.
We claim that there exists n ∈ N such that ∣xα − x∣ ≤ 1n ⋅ u implies xα ∈ U . Assume
otherwise. Then for each n ∈ N there exists αn such that xαn /∈ U and ∣xαn −x∣ ≤ 1n ⋅u. From
xαn
ruÐ→ x we conclude xαn
τruÐ→ x which is a contradiction to xαn /∈ U for all n ∈ N. Hence,
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there exists n ∈ N such that ∣xα − x∣ ≤ 1n ⋅ u implies xα ∈ U . Since xα
ruÐ→ x, there exists α0
such that ∣xα − x∣ ≤ 1n ⋅ u holds for all α ≥ α0 and hence, we have xα ∈ U for all α ≥ α0
For the general case, assume that xα
ru∗ÐÐ→ x while xα /
τruÐ→ x. Then there exists an open
τru-neighborhood V ⊂ X of x such that for each α there exists βα ≥ α with xβα /∈ V . We
claim that (xβα)α is a subnet of (xα)α. For each α1 and α2 find α such that α ≥ βα1 , βα2
and take βα ≥ α. Hence (xβα)α is a net and by construction of (βα)α it is a subnet of (xα)α.
By assumption, there exists a subnet of (xβα)α which converges relatively uniformly to x.
This subnet necessarily τru-converges to x. This is a contradiction to xβα /∈ V for all α.
Example 2.20. Consider the first uncountable ordinal ω1. It is well-known that ω1 is an
uncountable well-ordered set and all countable subsets of ω1 have suprema. This immedi-
ately yields that no cofinal subset of ω1 is countable.
Let X be the vector lattice of all real functions on ω1 with countable support. By [26,
Example 2.2], the relatively uniform topology on X is the topology of pointwise conver-
gence. Consider the net (χα)α∈ω1 in X where χα is the characteristic function of {α}. It is
clear that (χα)α∈ω1 converges pointwise to 0.
Assume that there exists a subnet (χβ) of (χα) such that χβ
ruÐ→ 0. Then there exists
u ∈ X and β0 such that ∣χβ ∣ ≤ u for all β ≥ β0. Hence, for all β ≥ β0 we have u(β) /= 0.
Since ω1 has no countable cofinal subsets, the set {β ∶ β ≥ β0} is uncountable, so that the
support of u is uncountable. This is absurd.
We consider the following notion of density related to the relatively uniform conver-
gence.
Definition 2.21. A subset D of a vector lattice X is ru-dense if for each x ∈ X there
exists a sequence (xn)n∈N ⊂D such that xn
ruÐ→ x.
A similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.15 shows that a subset D of a
vector lattice X is ru-dense if and only if for each x ∈X there exists a net (xα) in D such
that xα
ruÐ→ x. Since xα
ruÐ→ x implies xα
τruÐ→ x, a set D ⊆ X is τru-dense in X whenever
it is ru-dense in X. The converse holds for special vector lattices. The relatively uniform
topology τru on X is said to be completely sequential if for any S ⊂ X and any vector x
in the τru-closure of S there exists a sequence in S which converges relatively uniformly
to x. In case of sequences, convergence with respect to τru agrees with relatively uniform
∗-convergence and hence, τru-density in the completely sequential case implies ru-density.
We would like to mention that τru is completely sequential whenever it is first countable;
see [26, Theorem 2.1].
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Example 2.22. A subset of a Banach lattice is norm dense if and only if it is ru-dense.
Indeed, by Example 2.16.(d), a sequence in a Banach lattice converges in norm to a given
vector x if and only if every subsequence has a subsequence which converges to x relatively
uniformly.
We finish this chapter by showing that for N ∈ N the vector lattices Lip(RN) and
UC(RN) posses strong units. This means that the corresponding relatively uniform topolo-
gies agree with norm topologies induced by the respective strong units; see Example 2.16.(a).
Lemma 2.23. For N ∈ N, each f ∈ UC(RN), and each ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that
∣f(x) − f(y)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ (∥x − y∥ ⋅ δ−1 + 1) (2.1)
holds for all x, y ∈ RN . In particular, the function u∶x ↦ 1 + ∥x∥ is a strong unit of the
vector lattices Lip(RN) and UC(RN).
Proof. In order to prove this, fix f ∈ UC(RN) and pick ε > 0. Find δ > 0 such that
∣f(t)−f(s)∣ ≤ ε holds whenever ∥t−s∥ ≤ δ and fix x, y ∈ RN . If ∥x−y∥ ≤ δ, then (2.1) holds.
So, let us assume that x and y satisfy ∥x− y∥ > δ. Set z = x−y∥x−y∥ , and write ∥x− y∥ =Mδ + r
for some M ∈ N and 0 ≤ r < δ. Then we estimate




∣f ((nδ + r) ⋅ z + y) − f (((n − 1)δ + r) ⋅ z + y) ∣ + ∣f(r ⋅ z + y) − f(y)∣
≤ ε ⋅ (M + 1) ≤ ε ⋅ (∥x − y∥ ⋅ δ−1 + 1).
In particular, for y = 0 and ε = 1 there exists δ > 0 such that
∣f(x)∣ ≤ ∣f(x) − f(0)∣ + ∣f(0)∣ ≤ 1 + ∥x∥ ⋅ δ−1 + ∣f(0)∣ ≤ (1 + δ−1 + ∣f(0)∣) ⋅ (1 + ∥x∥),
from which we conclude that u is a strong unit of Lip(RN) and UC(RN).

Chapter 3
Continuous semigroups on vector
lattices
In this section we introduce and study two types of semigroups. The first type, which is
called the relatively uniformly continuous semigroups, is the main subject of our studies in
this thesis. After motivating this notion on Lp-spaces, we prove its main properties and
present its first examples. We relate such semigroups to classical C0-semigroups on Ba-
nach lattices and encounter C0-semigroups which are not relatively uniformly continuous.
This motivates us to investigate the notion of τru-strongly continuous semigroups. Such
a type of continuous semigroups on vector lattices can be seen as a proper generalization
of C0-semigroups on Banach lattices. We proceed with developing different standard con-
structions of relatively uniformly continuous semigroups from given ones and see how the
methods from the classical semigroup theory fail to be applicable. Furthermore, we inves-
tigate the classes of vector lattices where the ru-continuity of positive semigroups is lifted
from a dense set to the whole space by assuming that their orbit maps are order bounded
on finite intervals. In the rest of this chapter we identify relatively uniformly continuous
Koopman semigroups on Lip(R), UC(R) and C(R) through the corresponding semiflows.
3.1 Relatively uniformly continuous semigroups
In this section we first prove with the aid of the general Littlewood-Paley-Stein theory
[51, Ch. III] that the orbit maps of symmetric C0-semigroups of contractions on L
p-spaces
converge relatively uniformly. This motivates us to introduce the notion of relatively uni-
formly continuous semigroups. Under the additional assumption of positivity, we see that
semigroups which are continuous in this sense have interesting properties. Here, we prove
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that for 1 < p <∞ the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup and the heat semigroup on Lp-spaces
are relatively uniformly continuous. Furthermore, in the setting of Banach lattices we
characterize the relatively uniformly continuity of positive C0-semigroups. Also, we will
encounter situations when semigroups are relatively uniformly continuous if and only if
the corresponding orbit maps are order continuous. We finish this section by presenting
instances of vector lattices on which the (left) translation semigroup is either relatively
uniformly continuous or not.
3.1.1 Motivation and basics
In the classical semigroup theory the convergence of the orbit maps on Lp-spaces (1 ≤ p <∞)
is usually considered in terms of the norm. Nevertheless, in [50] Elias M. Stein observed
that in some cases it is important to consider the instances of C0-semigroups on L
p-spaces
whose orbit maps experience dominated almost everywhere convergence. This seems to be
the right approach for some problems concerning the heat equation and square functions
for semigroups; see [19] and [9], respectively. The following theorem was stated by Stein
in [50, Corollary 2] and also proved in [51, p. 73].
Theorem 3.1 (Maximal theorem). Let (Y,F , µ) be a positive measure space and let
(T (t))t≥0 be a C0-semigroup of self-adjoint operators on L2(Y ) such that T (t) is a con-





for a.e. x ∈ Y and each f ∈ Lp(Y ), maps Lp(Y ) to Lp(Y ). Furthermore, for each 1 < p <∞
and f ∈ Lp(Y ) we have that
lim
h↘0
(T (h)f)(x) = f(x) holds for a.e. x ∈ Y.
Examples of such semigroups can be found in [51, pp. 66-67], Example 3.9, and Exam-
ple 3.10. Motivated by Stein’s Maximal theorem, we make the following observation.
Theorem 3.2. Let (Y,F , µ) be a positive measure space, 1 ≤ p <∞, and let (T (t))t≥0 be a
semigroup on Lp(Y ). Then for f ∈ Lp(Y ) we have
T (h)f ruÐ→ f as h↘ 0
if the following two conditions are satisfied.
(i) limh↘0(T (h)f)(x) = f(x) holds for a.e. x ∈ Y .
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(ii) There exist u ∈ Lp(Y ) and δ > 0 such that
∣T (t)f ∣ ≤ u
holds for all t ∈ [0, δ].
Proof. In order to prove the claim, by Remark 2.3, it is enough to show that the net
(T (h)f)h∈[0,1] converges in order to f as h↘ 0.
By (ii), there exist u ∈ Lp(Y ) and N ∈ N such that
∣T (t)f ∣ ≤ u
holds for all t ∈ [0,N−1]. Then for each n ≥ N the set
Sn ∶= {∣T (h)f − f ∣ ∶ h ∈ [0, n−1]}
is order bounded in Lp(Y ) by the function u + ∣f ∣. Since Lp(Y ) is a Dedekind complete
vector lattice, for each n ≥ N the set Sn has the supremum
gn ∶= sup
h∈[0,n−1]
∣T (h)f − f ∣
in Lp(Y ). In particular, the sequence (gn)n≥N is decreasing and is order bounded in Lp(Y )
by the function u+ ∣f ∣. Hence, in order to see that (gn)n≥N converges in order to 0, by [53,
Example 1.2], it is enough to show that limn→∞ gn(x) = 0 holds for a.e. x ∈ Y .
Let A be the set of all x ∈ Y for which we have limh↘0(T (h)f)(x) = f(x). By (i), the
complement of A has measure zero in Y . Since Lp(Y ) has the countable sup property, for
each n ≥ N there exists a countable set Λn ⊂ [0, n−1] such that
gn = sup
h∈Λn
∣T (h)f − f ∣.
This combined with [48, Corollary 8.9] yields that there exists a set An ⊆ Y whose com-
plement has zero measure such that for each x ∈ An we have
gn(x) = sup
h∈Λn
∣(T (h)f)(x) − f(x)∣. (3.1)
Furthermore, the complement of the set Y0 ∶= A ∩⋂n≥N An is clearly a set of measure zero
in Y . We claim that for each x ∈ Y0 we have limn→∞ gn(x) = 0. In order to prove this, pick
x ∈ Y0 and ε > 0. Since x ∈ A there exists δ > 0 such that
∣(T (h)f)(x) − f(x)∣ < ε
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holds for all h ∈ [0, δ]. Pick any n0 ≥ max{N, 1δ}. Then for a each n ≥ n0 and each h ∈ Λn
we have
∣(T (h)f)(x) − f(x)∣ < ε.
From this and (3.1) we conclude that gn(x) ≤ ε holds for all n ≥ n0 which proves that
(gn)n∈N converges pointwise to zero on the set Y0.
Since for each n ≥ N and for each h ≤ 1n we have 0 ≤ ∣T (h)f − f ∣ ≤ gn in L
p(Y ) and
(gn)n∈N converges in order to 0, the net (T (h)f)h≥0 converges in order to f .
As we will see in Corollary 3.7, if the semigroup in Theorem 3.2 is positive, then the
claim about the relatively uniform convergence of its orbits maps holds for all t ≥ 0 and
not only for t = 0. Bearing this in mind, we introduce the following type of continuous
semigroups on general vector lattices.
Definition 3.3. A semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a vector lattice X is called a relatively uniformly
continuous semigroup (or an ruc-semigroup, for short) if for each x ∈X and t ≥ 0 we have
T (h + t)x ruÐ→ T (t)x as h→ 0.
Remark 3.4. Every positive ruc-semigroup on a Banach lattice is strongly continuous.
Indeed, by [5, Theorem 4.3], on a Banach lattice every positive operator is norm continuous
and, by Lemma 2.2, relatively uniform convergence implies norm convergence for nets.
Before we proceed with examples of ruc-semigroups we will prove two useful results.
The following proposition shows a fundamental property of positive ruc-semigroups: their
orbit maps are order bounded on finite intervals; cf. Theorem 3.2.(ii). This observation
will be used many times throughout this thesis.
Proposition 3.5. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a positive semigroup on a vector lattice X. If for x ∈X
we have T (h)x ruÐ→ x as h↘ 0, then for each s ≥ 0 the set
{∣T (t)x∣ ∶ 0 ≤ t ≤ s}
is order bounded in X.
Proof. Fix x ∈ X such that T (h)x ruÐ→ x as h ↘ 0. Then there exist u ∈ X+ and δ > 0 such
that we have ∣T (h)x − x∣ ≤ u for all h ∈ [0, δ]. Fix s ≥ 0, pick t ∈ [0, s], and find n ∈ N0,
h ∈ [0, δ) such that t = nδ + h. Then
∣T (t)x∣ = ∣T (δ)nT (h)x∣ ≤ T (δ)n(u + ∣x∣).
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T (δ)n(u + ∣x∣) ∈X+.
Then we have {∣T (t)x∣ ∶ 0 ≤ t ≤ s} ⊂ [0, v].
The following result is a version of [21, Proposition I.5.3] for positive ruc-semigroups.
Proposition 3.6. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a positive semigroup on a vector lattice X. Then
(T (t))t≥0 is relatively uniformly continuous on X if and only if for each positive vector
x ∈X+ we have T (h)x
ruÐ→ x as h↘ 0.
Proof. It suffices to prove the “if” statement. Fix s > 0 and x ∈X. Let u ∈X be a regulator
of T (h)x+
ruÐ→ x+ and T (h)x−
ruÐ→ x− as h ↘ 0. Pick ε > 0 and find 0 < δ < s such that
∣T (h)x+ − x+∣ ≤ ε2 ⋅ u and ∣T (h)x− − x−∣ ≤ ε2 ⋅ u hold for all h ∈ [0, δ]. By Proposition 3.5,
there exists v ∈X+ such that T (t)u ≤ v holds for all t ∈ [0, s]. Then
∣T (s + h)x − T (s)x∣ ≤ T (s)(∣T (h)x+ − x+∣ + ∣T (h)x− − x−∣) ≤ ε ⋅ T (s)u ≤ ε ⋅ v
and, similarly,
∣T (s − h)x − T (s)x∣ ≤ T (s − h)(∣T (h)x+ − x+∣ + ∣T (h)x− − x−∣) ≤ ε ⋅ T (s − h)u ≤ ε ⋅ v
hold for all h ∈ [0, δ]. This proves that (T (t))t≥0 is relatively uniformly continuous on
X.
From Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.6 we deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 3.7. Let (Y,F , µ) be a positive measure space and let (T (t))t≥0 be a positive
semigroup on Lp(Y ) where 1 ≤ p <∞. Then (T (t))t≥0 is relatively uniformly continuous if
for each f ∈ Lp(Y ) the conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 3.2 are satisfied.
Remark 3.8. Let (Y,F , µ) be a positive measure space and let (T (t))t≥0 be as in Theo-
rem 3.1. If (T (t))t≥0 is a positive semigroup on Lp(Y ) where 1 < p <∞, then (T (t))t≥0 is
an ruc-semigroup on Lp(Y ).
Example 3.9. For a fixed 1 < p < ∞ we consider the Laplace operator ∆ ∶= ∂2∂x2 + ∂
2
∂y2 on
Lp(S1, λ) where λ denotes the arc length measure on the circle S1 ⊂ R2. It is well-known
that S1 is a compact Lie group and hence, by [51, Theorem II.1.1.vii)], ∆ is the generator of
a positive semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on Lp(S1, λ) which satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.1.
Hence, by Remark 3.8, the semigroup (T (t))t≥0 is relatively uniformly continuous.
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Example 3.10. For a fixed N ∈ N the canonical Gaussian measure γ on RN is defined by
γ(A) ∶= 1(2π)N/2 ∫A e
− ∥x∥
2
2 dλ(x) for all Borel sets A ⊂ RN ,
where λ denotes the usual N -dimensional Lebesgue measure. For a fixed 1 < p <∞ consider
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on Lp(γ) defined by the Mehler formula




1 − e−2ty) dγ(y),
for each x ∈ RN , t ≥ 0, and f ∈ Lp(γ). By [12, Section 1.4], the family (T (t))t≥0 is a
well-defined positive semigroup on Lp(γ) which satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.1.
Hence, by Remark 3.8, the semigroup (T (t))t≥0 is relatively uniformly continuous.
3.1.2 C0-semigroups vs. ruc-semigroups
Since the classical theory of continuous operator semigroups focuses on C0-semigroups, a
natural question to ask is how C0-semigroups relate to ruc-semigroups. From Remark 3.4,
we know that on Banach lattices every positive ruc-semigroup is a C0-semigroup. On the
other hand, we will see in Theorem 3.13 that the converse statement is true under the
additional assumption that the trajectories of all orbit maps are order bounded on finite
intervals. The following result and Theorem 3.13 have been conducted in collaboration
with Jochen Glück.
Proposition 3.11. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a positive C0-semigroup on a Banach lattice X and
let (A,D(A)) be its generator. Then there exists w ∈ R such that for each y ∈ D(A) there
exists z ∈ D(A) such that for each t ≥ 0 we have ∣T (t)y∣ ≤ ewtz and T (h + t)y ruÐ→ T (t)y as
h→ 0 with respect to some regulator u ∈D(A).
Proof. Denote by w0 ∈ R the growth bound of (T (t))t≥0 and pick w > w0. Since (T (t))t≥0
is a positive C0-semigroup, by [10, Proposition 9.33 and Corollary 11.4], the resolvent





Hence, for each x ∈X and s ≥ 0 we obtain
∣T (s)R(w,A)x∣ = ∣∫
∞
0







e−wtT (t)∣x∣ dt ≤ ewsR(w,A)∣x∣.
(3.2)
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The first part of the statement follows from the fact that, by definition, R(w,A) is a
bijection from X into D(A). The second part of the statement will be proved for two
separate cases.
Case 1: Assume that w0 < 0. First, we prove the claim for x ∈ D(A2). Using [21,
Lemma II.1.3.(iv)] and (3.2), for each h > 0 we estimate
∣T (h)x − x∣ = ∣∫
h
0
T (t)Ax dt∣ ≤ ∫
h
0
∣T (t)R(0,A)A2x∣ dt ≤ h ⋅R(0,A)∣A2x∣ (3.3)
and hence, we have T (h)x ruÐ→ x as h→ 0 with respect to the regulator R(0,A)∣A2x∣ ∈D(A).
Now, fix x ∈ D(A). By [21, Theorem II.1.4], the domain D(A) is norm dense in X
and hence, by Example 2.16.(d), there exists a sequence (zn)n∈N ⊂ D(A) which converges
relatively uniformly to −Ax with respect to a regulator u ∈ X. Hence, the sequence







is absolutely convergent, it converges in norm to some positive element v ∈ X. By (3.3),
R(0,A)v regulates the convergence T (h)xn
ruÐ→ xn as h↘ 0 for each n ∈ N. Now, fix ε > 0,
pick N ∈ N and find δN > 0 such that
∣xN − x∣ ≤
ε
2
⋅R(0,A)u and ∣T (h)xN − xN ∣ ≤ ε ⋅R(0,A)v
hold for all h ∈ [0, δN]. Hence, by plugging w = 0 in (3.2), we obtain
∣T (h)x − x∣ ≤ T (h)∣x − xN ∣ + ∣T (h)xN − xN ∣ + ∣xN − x∣
≤ ε
2
⋅ T (h)R(0,A)u + ε ⋅R(0,A)v + ε
2
⋅R(0,A)u
≤ ε ⋅R(0,A)(u + v)
for all h ∈ [0, δN]. For a fixed t ≥ 0 we conclude that for each h ∈ [0, δN] we have
∣T (h + t)x − T (t)x∣ ≤ T (t)∣T (h)x − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ T (t)R(0,A)(u + v) ≤ ε ⋅R(0,A)(u + v)
and for each h ∈ [−min{δN , t},0] we have
∣T (h + t)x − T (t)x∣ ≤ T (h + t)∣T (−h)x − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅R(0,A)(u + v).
Case 2: Assume that w0 ≥ 0. By [21, Paragraph I.5.11], for a fixed w > w0 the growth
bound of the semigroup (S(t))t≥0 ∶= (e−wtT (t))t≥0 is less than 0 and, by [21, Lemma II.1.9],
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the domain of the generator of (S(t))t≥0 coincides with D(A). Then, by Case 1, for fixed
y ∈ D(A) and t ≥ 0 we have S(h + t)y ruÐ→ S(t)y with respect to some regulator u ∈ D(A)
as h→ 0. Furthermore, by (3.2), there exists v ∈D(A) such that for each s ≥ 0 we have
∣T (s)y∣ ≤ ewsv.
Hence, for each ε > 0 we find 0 < δ < 1 such that
∣T (h + t)y − T (t)y∣ ≤ ∣1 − e−wh∣ ⋅ ∣T (h + t)y∣ + ∣e−whT (h + t)y − T (t)y∣
≤ ε ⋅ ∣T (h + t)y∣ + ewt ⋅ ∣S(h + t)y − S(t)y∣
≤ ε ⋅ ew(h+t)v + ε ⋅ ewtu ≤ ε ⋅ ew(1+t)(v + u)
holds for all h ∈ [−min{δ, t}, δ]. This shows that T (h + t)y ruÐ→ T (t)y with respect to the
regulator ew(1+t)(v + u) ∈D(A).
The following corollary is a consequence of the previous result.
Corollary 3.12. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a positive C0-semigroup on a Banach lattice X and
let (A,D(A)) be its generator. If D(A) is a vector sublattice of X, then (T (t))t≥0 is an
ruc-semigroup on D(A).
Proof. By [21, Lemma II.1.3], for each t ≥ 0 we have T (t)D(A) ⊂ D(A) and, by Propo-
sition 3.11, for each y ∈ D(A) we have T (h + t)y ruÐ→ T (t)y as h → 0 with respect to a
regulator u ∈D(A). Hence, if D(A) is a vector lattice, then (T (t))t≥0 is an ruc-semigroup
on D(A).
In Proposition 3.5 we have seen that for a positive semigroup on a vector lattice the
order boundedness of the trajectories of its orbit maps on every finite interval is a necessary
condition for the relatively uniform continuity of a given semigroup. As we will show in the
following proposition, the converse is true for positive C0-semigroups on Banach lattices.
Theorem 3.13. For a positive C0-semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a Banach lattice X the following
assertions are equivalent.
(i) (T (t))t≥0 is relatively uniformly continuous.
(ii) There exists s > 0 such that for each x ∈ X the set {∣T (t)x∣ ∶ t ∈ [0, s]} is order
bounded in X.
(iii) For each x ∈ X there exists sx > 0 such that the set {∣T (t)x∣ ∶ t ∈ [0, sx]} is order
bounded in X.
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(iv) For each x ∈X and t ≥ 0 we have
T (h + t)x oÐ→ T (t)x as h→ 0.
Proof. While (i) ⇒ (ii) follows from Proposition 3.5, (ii) ⇒ (iii) is immediate.
To prove (iii) ⇒ (i), fix x ∈X and let (A,D(A)) be the generator of (T (t))t≥0. By [21,
Theorem II.1.4], the domain D(A) is norm dense in X and hence, by Example 2.16.(d),
we can pick a sequence (xn)n∈N ⊂ D(A) which converges relatively uniformly to x with
respect to some regulator u ∈X. Furthermore, by Proposition 3.11, for each n ∈ N the net
(T (h)xn)h>0 converges relatively uniformly to xn as h↘ 0 with respect to some regulator
un ∈ X. It follows that for each n ∈ N the net (T (h)xn)h>0 converges relatively uniformly








Therefore, for a fixed ε > 0 we can find N ∈ N and δ > 0 such that
∣xN − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u and ∣T (h)xN − xN ∣ ≤ ε ⋅ v
holds for all h ∈ [0, δ]. Furthermore, there exist 0 < su < δ and w ∈ X such that for each
h ∈ [0, su] we have T (h)u ≤ w. Hence, we obtain
∣T (h)x − x∣ ≤ T (h)∣x − xN ∣ + ∣T (h)xN − xN ∣ + ∣xN − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ (w + v + u)
for all h ∈ [0, su]. This proves that T (h)x
ruÐ→ x as h↘ 0. An application of Proposition 3.6
concludes the proof of (iii) ⇒ (i).
Now, implication (i) ⇒ (iv) follows from the fact that every relatively uniformly con-
vergent net is order convergent; see Lemma 2.2. To conclude the proof it is enough to show
that (iii) follows from (iv). Indeed, every order convergent net has an order bounded tail.
Therefore, for each x ∈ X there exists u ∈ X and δ > 0 such that for each t ∈ [0, δ] we have
∣T (t)x − x∣ ≤ u, from which we obtain
∣T (t)x∣ ≤ ∣T (t)x − x∣ + ∣x∣ ≤ u + ∣x∣.
As one might expect, not every positive C0-semigroup on a Banach lattice satisfies the
equivalent assertions of Theorem 3.13; see Proposition 3.16.
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3.1.3 The (left) translation semigroup
In this subsection we will study a standard example of a semigroup in terms of the relatively
uniform continuity on different vector lattices which will motivate the content of the next
section.
For a function f ∶R→ R and t ≥ 0 we consider the (left) translation operator
(Tl(t)f)(x) = f(t + x), x ∈ R
of f by t. It is evident that by fixing a translation invariant space Y of functions on R one
obtains the semigroup (Tl(t))t≥0 on Y which we call the (left) translation semigroup on Y .
Proposition 3.14. The (left) translation semigroup (Tl(t))t≥0 on Cc(R) is relatively uni-
formly continuous.
Proof. Fix f ∈ Cc(R), ε > 0, and s ≥ 0. Since f is uniformly continuous on R, there exists
0 < δ < 1 such that ∥Tl(h + s)f − Tl(s)f∥∞ < ε holds for all h ∈ [−min{δ, s}, δ]. This shows
that Tl(h + s)f
∥⋅∥∞ÐÐ→ Tl(s)f as h→ 0.
Furthermore, since Tl(s)f ∈ Cc(R), there exists n ∈ N such that suppTl(s)f ⊆ [−n,n]. If
h ∈ [−min{1, s},1], then a direct computation shows that suppTl(h + s)f ⊆ [−n − 1, n + 1].
An application of Proposition 2.4 to the net (Tl(h + s)f)h∈[−min{1,s},1] concludes the
proof.
The following proposition is an application of Corollary 3.12, and it provides an instance
when the (left) translation semigroup is relatively uniformly continuous on a sublattice of
Lp(R) for 1 ≤ p <∞.
Proposition 3.15. For a fixed 1 ≤ p < ∞ the (left) translation semigroup (Tl(t))t≥0 is
relatively uniformly continuous on the first Sobolev space W1,p(R).
Proof. By [21, Example I.5.4], (Tl(t))t≥0 is a positive C0-semigroup on the Banach lattice
Lp(R) and, by [21, II.2.10 Proposition 1], the domain of its generator is
D = {f ∈ Lp(R) ∶ f is absolutely continuous and f ′ ∈ Lp(R)}.
In order to conclude the proof, by Corollary 3.12, it is enough to show that D is a vector lat-
tice. Indeed, by [15, Theorem 1.4.35], D coincides with W1,p(R) which, by Example 1.2.(b),
is a vector lattice.
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In Section 3.4.2 we will further prove that the (left) translation semigroup on vector
lattices Lip(R), UC(R), and C(R) is relatively uniformly continuous.
The following proposition shows an instance when the (left) translation semigroup is
not relatively uniformly continuous.
Proposition 3.16. For a fixed 0 < p < ∞ the (left) translation semigroup (Tl(t))t≥0 on
Lp(R) is not relatively uniformly continuous.
Proof. Let us assume the opposite. Then, by Proposition 3.5, for the function






in Lp(R) there exists u ∈ Lp(R) such that ∣Tl(t)f ∣ ≤ u holds for all t ∈ [0, 12]. Therefore, we
have
∣ 1




⋅ χ[0,1](t + x) ≤ u(x)
for all t ∈ [0, 12] and for almost every x ∈ R. For each x ∈ [0, 12] there exists t ∈ [0, 12] such
that t+x− 12 = 0 and, hence u attains infinity almost everywhere on [0, 12] which contradicts
u ∈ Lp(R).
3.2 τru-strongly continuous semigroups
Although for each 0 < p < ∞ the (left) translation semigroup is not relatively uniformly
continuous on Lp(R), in this section we will prove that for each f ∈ Lp(R) the orbit
map t ↦ Tl(t)f is continuous from (R+, τe) into (Lp(R), τru) where τe and τru denote the
Euclidean topology on R+ and the relatively uniform topology on Lp(R), respectively; see
Proposition 3.20. Since for each 0 < p < 1 the vector lattice (Lp(R), τru) is not locally
convex (see Example 1.14) and the classical theory does not cover such a case, the claim
stated above suggests that it is worth studying the following type of continuous semigroups.
Definition 3.17. A semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a vector lattice X is strongly continuous with
respect to τru, or τru-strongly continuous if the orbit maps t ↦ T (t)x are continuous from
(R+, τe) into (X,τru) for every x ∈X.
By Example 2.16.(d), on Banach lattices the norm topology agrees with the relatively
uniform topology τru. This, however, suggests that τru-strongly continuous semigroups on
vector lattices are a generalization of C0-semigroups on Banach lattices.
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Since the relatively uniform convergence implies τru-convergence, we notice that every
ruc-semigroup is τru-strongly continuous. The converse is not always true; see Proposi-
tion 3.16 and Proposition 3.20.
We would like to find criteria which assure that a semigroup on a vector lattice is τru-
strongly continuous. The motivation comes from the classical theory of C0-semigroups on
Banach spaces. As it is shown in [21, Proposition I.5.3], a semigroup on a Banach space
Y is a C0-semigroup if and only if it is norm bounded on finite intervals and its orbit
maps are continuous on a norm dense set of elements of Y . This result heavily relies on
the principle of uniform boundedness which is unavailable in general vector lattices. The
following theorem is a vector lattice version of the above result for strong continuity with
respect to τru in the case when τru is a linear topology. By [26, Theorem 2.1], the topology
τru is linear whenever it is first countable.
Theorem 3.18. If the relatively uniform topology τru on a vector lattice X is a linear
topology, then a semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on X is τru-strongly continuous if and only if the
following two assertions hold.
(i) There exists a τru-dense subset D of X such that the orbit maps t ↦ T (t)y are
continuous from (R+, τe) into (X,τru) for every y ∈D.
(ii) For each s ≥ 0, each open τru-neighborhood of zero V ⊂ X, and each net (xα)α ⊂ X
with xα
τruÐ→ 0 there exists α0 and δ > 0 such that
T (h + s)xα0 − T (s)xα0 ∈ V
holds for all h ∈ [−min{s, δ}, δ].
Proof. Since the forward implication is clear we only prove the backward implication.
Fix an open τru-neighborhood of zero V0 ⊂ X and take any open τru-neighborhood of
zero V1 ⊂ X such that V1 + V1 ⊂ V0. For fixed s ≥ 0 and x ∈ X, by (i), there exists a net
(xα) ⊂D such that xα
τruÐ→ x holds and that the orbit map t↦ T (t+ s)xα is continuous for
each α. By combining this with (ii) we conclude that there exist α0 and δ > 0 such that
T (h + s)(x − xα0) − T (s)(x − xα0) ∈ V1 and T (h + s)xα0 − T (s)xα0 ∈ V1
hold for all h ∈ [−min{s, δ}, δ]. Hence, we obtain
T (h + s)x − T (s)x = [T (h + s)(x − xα0) − T (s)(x − xα0)]
+ [T (h + s)xα0 − T (s)xα0] ∈ V1 + V1 ⊂ V0
for all h ∈ [−min{s, δ}, δ]. This proves that (T (t))t≥0 is τru-strongly continuous.
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In Section 3.4.1 we will establish an analogous version of Theorem 3.18 for relatively
uniformly continuous semigroups on a particular class of vector lattices.
In order to obtain an applicable version of Theorem 3.18, we introduce the following
concepts which have been used to study semigroups on locally convex spaces; see, e.g., [33]
and [35]. For a linear topology τ on a vector space Y a net of linear operators (Tα)α on
Y is called τ -equicontinuous if for each τ -neighborhood of zero V ⊂ Y there exists another
τ -neighborhood of zero U ⊂ Y such that TαU ⊂ V holds for all α. A semigroup (T (t))t≥0
on Y is called locally τ -equicontinuous if (T (t))t∈[0,s] is τ -equicontinuous for every s ≥ 0.
In the following corollary we will see that a locally τru-equicontinuous semigroup on a
vector lattice satisfies, among other assertions, (ii) in Theorem 3.18.
Corollary 3.19. If the relatively uniform topology τru on a vector lattice X is a linear
topology, then a locally τru-equicontinuous semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on X is τru-strongly con-
tinuous if and only if there exists a τru-dense subset D of X such that T (h)y
τruÐ→ y as
h↘ 0 for every y ∈D.
Proof. It suffices only to prove the “if” statement. In order to do this, we check (i) and
(ii) from Theorem 3.18. Fix s ≥ 0 and an open τru-neighborhood of zero V0 ⊂ X. By
assumption, there exists an open τru-neighborhood of zero V1 ⊂ X such that V1 + V1 ⊂ V0
and there exists a symmetric open τru-neighborhood of zero U ⊂ X such that T (t)U ⊂ V1
holds for all t ∈ [0, s + 1].
To prove (ii), pick a net (xα)α ⊂ X with xα
τruÐ→ 0 and find α0 such that xα0 ∈ U . For
each h ∈ [−min{s,1},1] we have T (h + s)xα0 ∈ V1 and hence, we obtain
T (h + s)xα0 − T (s)xα0 ∈ V1 + V1 ⊂ V0.
Now, in order to prove (i) we additionally assume that there exists a τru-dense subset
D ⊂ X such that for each y ∈ D we have T (h)y τruÐ→ y as h ↘ 0. In particular, for a fixed
y ∈D there exists δ > 0 such that for each h ∈ [0, δ] we have T (h)y − y ∈ U and hence,
T (h + s)y − T (s)y = T (s)(T (h)y − y) ∈ V1 ⊂ V0
holds. Furthermore, we have
T (s − h)y − T (s)y = T (s − h)(y − T (h)y) ∈ V1 ⊂ V0
for all h ∈ [0,min{δ, s}].
Now, we will apply Corollary 3.19 to prove the following result.
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Proposition 3.20. For a fixed 0 < p < ∞ the (left) translation semigroup (Tl(t))t≥0 on
Lp(R) is τru-strongly continuous.
Proof. Denote by τ the topology which is induced by the metric dp on L
p(R) defined by
dp(f, g) = ∫
R
∣f(x) − g(x)∣p dx
for all f, g ∈ Lp(R). It is well-known that Cc(R) is dense in (Lp(R), τ). Furthermore,
since (Lp(R), τ) is a complete metrizable locally solid vector lattice, by Example 2.16(d),
τ agrees with the relatively uniform topology τru on L
p(R). Since, by Proposition 3.14,
(T (t))t≥0 is relatively uniformly continuous on Cc(R) it is also τru-strongly continuous.
Furthermore, for each t ≥ 0 the operator Tl(t) preserves every open dp-ball with center
at zero, from where it follows that (Tl(t))t≥0 on Lp(R) is locally τru-equicontinuous. By
applying Corollary 3.19, we conclude the result.
The remaining part of this thesis is devoted to relatively uniformly continuous semi-
groups of positive operators. In Section 3.4.1 we will prove Theorem 3.29 which is a
version of Corollary 3.19 for positive ruc-semigroups. In the case of τru-strongly continu-
ous semigroups we were able to provide such a result only for locally τru-equicontinuous
semigroups on X. The reason behind this is not very surprising since in a Banach lattice
local equicontinuity is equivalent to uniform boundedness for semigroups on finite intervals.
Furthermore, an application of the principle of uniform boundedness shows that the latter
is equivalent to the fact that the semigroup is pointwise bounded on finite intervals. For
more details see [21, Proposition I.5.3].
3.3 Standard constructions of ruc-semigroups
In this subsection we construct different ruc-semigroups from given ones. All the con-
structions are motivated by [21, Subsection I.5.b)]. To prove that a given semigroup is
relatively uniformly continuous, we will tacitly use Proposition 3.6. For the sake of clar-
ity, in this section T ∶= (T (t))t≥0 always denotes a given relatively uniformly continuous
positive semigroup on a vector lattice X.
Similar Semigroups. Let V ∶Y → X be a lattice isomorphism between vector lattices X
and Y . Then S ∶= (V −1T (t)V )t≥0 is a relatively uniformly continuous positive semigroup
on Y .
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Proof. It is easy to see that S is a positive semigroup on Y . To prove that S is relatively
uniformly continuous on Y , fix y ∈ Y and ε > 0. Due to relatively uniform continuity of T
there exist u ∈X+, independent of ε, and δ > 0 such that
∣T (h)V y − V y∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u
holds for all h ∈ [0, δ]. Since V −1∶X → Y is a positive operator, we obtain
∣V −1T (h)V y − y∣ = V −1∣T (h)V y − V y∣ ≤ ε ⋅ (V −1u)
for all h ∈ [0, δ].
Next we consider semigroups on quotient vector lattices. Let J be an ideal in X and let
π∶X →X/J be the quotient projection from X onto X/J . In order to guarantee that X/J
is Archimedean, we require our ideal J to be relatively uniformly closed, see [38, Theorem
5.1].
Quotient Semigroups. Suppose J is a relatively uniformly closed ideal which is invariant
under operator T (t) for each t ≥ 0. Then the family of operators (T̃ (t))
t≥0 defined by
T̃ (t)π(x) = π(T (t)x)
for each x ∈X and t ≥ 0 is a relatively uniformly continuous positive semigroup on X/J .
Proof. It is easy to check that (T̃ (t))
t≥0 is a positive semigroup on X/J . To prove that
(T̃ (t))
t≥0 is relatively uniformly continuous on X/J , pick x ∈X and u ∈X+ which regulates
the convergence T (h)x ruÐ→ x as h↘ 0. Pick ε > 0 and find δ > 0 such that for each h ∈ [0, δ]
we have ∣T (h)x − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u. Since π is a lattice homomorphism, we obtain
∣T̃ (h)π(x) − π(x)∣ = ∣π(T (h)x) − π(x)∣ = π(∣(T (h)x − x∣) ≤ ε ⋅ π(u)
for all h ∈ [0, δ].
The next standard construction on our list are rescaled semigroups.
Rescaled Semigroups. For any numbers µ ∈ R and α > 0, the rescaled semigroup
(S(t))t≥0 defined by
S(t) ∶= eµtT (αt)
is relatively uniformly continuous.
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Proof. A direct computation shows that (S(t))t≥0 is a positive semigroup on X. To prove
that (S(t))t≥0 is relatively uniformly continuous, pick x ∈X and find u ∈X+ which regulates
T (h)x ruÐ→ x as h ↘ 0. Given any ε > 0, there exists δ1 > 0 such that for all h ∈ [0, δ1] we
have ∣T (h)x − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u. Since the function h ↦ eµh is continuous, there exists δ2 > 0 such
that for each h ∈ [0, δ2] we have ∣eµh − 1∣ < ε. For δ ∶=min{ δ1α , δ2,1} we obtain
∣S(h)x − x∣ ≤ eµh ⋅ ∣T (αh)x − x∣ + ∣eµh − 1∣ ⋅ ∣x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ (e∣µ∣u + ∣x∣)
for all 0 ≤ h ≤ δ.
Next, we deal with product semigroups. It is worth pointing out that the proof in our
case is more complicated than the proof in the case of C0-semigroups on Banach spaces.
Product Semigroups. Let (T (t))t≥0 and (S(t))t≥0 be relatively uniformly continuous
positive semigroups such that
T (t)S(t) = S(t)T (t)
holds for all t ≥ 0. Then (T (t)S(t))t≥0 is a relatively uniformly continuous positive semi-
group.
Proof. We prove first that (T (t)S(t))t≥0 is a semigroup. As in [21, Paragraph I.5.15] one
can show that T (q1)S(q2) = S(q2)T (q1) holds for all q1, q2 ∈ Q+. Fix t, s ≥ 0 and x ∈ X.
Find u which regulates T (t′)x ruÐ→ T (t)x, T (s′)x ruÐ→ T (s)x, T (t′)S(s)x ruÐ→ T (t)S(s)x and
S(s′)T (t)x ruÐ→ S(s)T (t)x as t′ → t and s′ → s. Pick ε > 0 and find 0 < δ < 1 such that for
all t′ ∈ [t, t + δ] and s′ ∈ [s, s + δ] we have
∣T (t′)x − T (t)x∣ ≤ ε
2
⋅ u, ∣S(s′)x − S(s)x∣ ≤ ε
2
⋅ u,
∣T (t′)S(s)x − T (t)S(s)x∣ ≤ ε
2
⋅ u, and ∣S(s′)T (t)x − S(s)T (t)x∣ ≤ ε
2
⋅ u.
By Proposition 3.5, we can find v ∈X+ such that
T (t′)u ≤ v and S(s′)u ≤ v
hold for all t′ ∈ [t, t + 1] and s′ ∈ [s, s + 1]. Pick t′ ∈ [t, t + δ] ∩Q and s′ ∈ [s, s + δ] ∩Q. We
estimate
∣T (t)S(s)x − S(s)T (t)x∣ ≤ ∣T (t)S(s)x − T (t′)S(s)x∣ + ∣T (t′)S(s)x − T (t′)S(s′)x∣
+ ∣S(s′)T (t′)x − S(s′)T (t)x∣ + ∣S(s′)T (t)x − S(s)T (t)x∣
≤ ε
2
⋅ u + T (t′)∣S(s)x − S(s′)x∣ + S(s′)∣T (t′)x − T (t)x∣ + ε
2
⋅ u
≤ ε ⋅ u + ε
2
⋅ (T (t′)u + S(s′)u) ≤ ε ⋅ (u + v),
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and, sinceX is Archimedean and ε > 0 was chosen arbitrarily, we conclude that T (t)S(s)x =
S(s)T (t)x. Now, it is easy to deduce that (T (t)S(t))t≥0 is a positive semigroup.
In order to prove that (T (t)S(t))t≥0 is relatively uniformly continuous on X, we first
find u ∈X+ such that for each ε > 0 there exists 0 < δ < 1 such that
∣T (h)x − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u and ∣S(h)x − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u
hold for all h ∈ [0, δ]. By Proposition 3.5, there exists v ∈ X+ such that for each h ∈ [0,1]
we have T (h)u ≤ v. Hence, we conclude that
∣T (h)S(h)x − x∣ ≤ T (h)∣S(h)x − x∣ + ∣T (h)x − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ (v + u)
holds for all h ∈ [0, δ].
We finish this section with a short comment on the subspace semigroups. If J is a
subspace of a Banach space Y and (T (t))t≥0 is a C0-semigroup on Y such that T (t)J ⊂ J
for each t ≥ 0, then, by [21, Paragraph I.5.12], the restrictions T̃ (t) ∶= T (t)∣J form a
C0-semigroup (T̃ (t))t≥0 on J . In general, such construction does not apply to relatively
uniformly continuous semigroups as the following example shows.
Example 3.21. Consider the (left) translation semigroup on C(R). It is obvious that
every operator from the semigroup leaves the ideal Cb(R) in C(R) invariant. Since Cb(R)
has a strong unit, by Remark 2.3, relatively uniform convergence agrees with the norm
convergence, so that in this case the (left) translation semigroup is relatively uniformly
continuous if and only if it is a C0-semigroup. It is well-known, however, that the (left)
translation semigroup on Cb(R) is not a C0-semigroup; see [21, Exercise I.4.19 (1)]. On the
other hand, at the end of Section 3.4.2 we will prove that the (left) translation semigroup
is relatively uniformly continuous on C(R).
3.4 Lifting ru-continuity from ru-dense sets
In this section we will first investigate a class of vector lattices on which we can lift ru-
continuity of positive semigroups from a dense set to the whole space. This will allow
us to characterize ru-continuous Koopman semigroups on C(R) through the continuity
properties of the corresponding semiflows. We will also identify such semigroups on Lip(R)
and UC(R).
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3.4.1 Property (D)
It is well-known that a semigroup on a Banach space Y is strongly continuous if and only if it
is norm bounded on finite intervals and its orbit maps are continuous on a norm dense set of
elements of Y ; see [21, Proposition I.5.3]. We have seen in Theorem 3.18 and Corollary 3.19
that for τru-strongly continuous semigroups analogous results exist. A natural question to
ask here is whether there are similar results for relatively uniformly continuous semigroups.
In the proof of Theorem 3.13 we have observed that on a Banach lattice a positive C0-
semigroup is relatively uniformly continuous if and only if its orbit maps are order bounded
on finite intervals and ru-continuous on a norm dense subset. The reason for this is that on
Banach lattices each countable set of relatively uniformly convergent nets has a common
regulator. Unsurprisingly, not every vector lattice satisfies this condition; see Example 3.28.
This indicates that in order to address the above question one must restrict the choice of
considered spaces to a special setting. In the following definition we introduce a class
of vector lattices on which every positive semigroup is relatively uniformly continuous
whenever its orbit maps are order bounded on finite intervals and ru-continuous on a
ru-dense subset; see Theorem 3.29.
Definition 3.22. A vector lattice X has property (D) if for each net of regular operators
(Tα)α on X the following two assertions imply Tαx
ruÐ→ 0 for each x ∈X.
(a) There exists an ru-dense subset D ⊂X such that Tαy
ruÐ→ 0 holds for every y ∈D.
(b) For each sequence (xn)n∈N ⊂ X with xn
ruÐ→ 0 there exists u ∈ X+ such that for each
ε > 0 there exist Nε ∈ N and αε such that
∣Tαxn∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u
holds for all n ≥ Nε and α ≥ αε.
Before we prove the main result Theorem 3.29 of this subsection, we will discuss two
different classes of vector lattices which satisfy property (D). One of them is the class of
complete metrizable locally solid vector lattices and the other one is the class of vector
lattices which satisfy condition (R). Following [56, Definition VI.5.1], a vector lattice X
satisfies condition (R) whenever for each sequence (un)n∈N ⊂ X+ there exists a sequence
of positive scalars (λn)n∈N such that (λnun)n∈N is order bounded. B. Z. Vulikh introduced
condition (R) in order to study order convergence. Condition (R) is connected to yet
another general property of vector lattices which was extracted by C. Swartz from [56,
Theorem VI.5.2]; see [52, p. 430]. A vector lattice X is said to have property (C) whenever
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each countable set of relatively uniformly convergent sequences has a common regulator.
It is known that condition (R) implies property (C); see [56, Theorem VI.5.2]. Due to our
best knowledge, it seems that it remained unnoticed in the literature that property (C)
and condition (R) are equivalent.
Proposition 3.23. A vector lattice X has property (C) if and only if X satisfies condition
(R).
Proof. (⇒) Fix a sequence (un)n∈N ⊂X+ and for each n ∈ N define the relatively uniformly
converging sequence (x(n)m )m∈N by x(n)m ∶= 1mun. Since X has property (C), there exists a








This proves that X satisfies condition (R).
(⇐) Fix sequences (xn)n∈N, (un)n∈N ⊂ X, and a double sequence (xn,m)n,m∈N ⊂ X such
that for each n ∈ N we have xn,m
ruÐ→ xn as m →∞ with respect to the regulator un. Since
X satisfies condition (R), there exists a sequence of positive scalars (λn)n∈N and u ∈ X+
such that λnun ≤ u holds for all n ∈ N. Since xn,m
ruÐ→ xn as m →∞ is regulated by λnun,
it is also regulated by u.
The following corollary shows that property (C) holds also for nets. It follows directly
from Proposition 3.23.
Corollary 3.24. A vector lattice X has property (C) if and only if any countable set of
relatively uniformly convergent nets in X has a common regulator.
It is easy to see that every vector lattice with a strong unit has property (C). The-
orem 3.25 shows that the class of vector lattices which have property (D) is quite big.
Apart from vector lattices with strong units, it also contains the class of complete metriz-
able locally solid vector lattices.
Theorem 3.25. For a vector lattice X consider the following assertions.
(i) There exists a topology τ on X such that (X,τ) is a complete metrizable locally solid
vector lattice.
(ii) X has property (C).
(iii) X has property (D).
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Then the following implications hold.
(i)⇒ (ii)⇒ (iii).
Proof. (i)⇒(ii) By Proposition 3.23, it is enough to show that X satisfies condition (R).
Since (X,τ) is a complete metrizable locally solid vector lattice, there exists a countable
neighborhood basis {Vn ∶ n ∈ N} of zero in (X,τ) consisting of solid sets such that for each
n ∈ N we have Vn+1 + Vn+1 ⊂ Vn. Fix a sequence (un)n∈N ⊂ X+ and for each n ∈ N pick λn
such that λnun ∈ Vn holds. We claim that the series ∑∞i=1 λiui converges in (X,τ). Define
sn = ∑ni=1 λiui for each n ∈ N and pick a solid neighborhood V0 of zero in (X,τ). Find
n0 ∈ N such that Vn0 ⊂ V0 holds. Then for m > n ≥ n0 we have
sm − sn = λn+1un+1 + . . . + λmum ∈ Vn ⊂ Vn0 ⊂ V0,
and hence, the sequence of partial sums (sn)n∈N of the series ∑∞i=1 λiui forms a Cauchy
sequence in (X,τ). Since the space (X,τ) is complete and Hausdorff, by [4, Theorem
2.21], the series ∑∞i=1 λiui converges in X to a unique positive vector u. Now, it is clear
that for each n ∈ N we have λnun ≤ u and so X satisfies condition (R).
(ii)⇒(iii) Suppose that a net of regular operators (Tα)α on X and an ru-dense subset
D ⊂X satisfy (a) and (b) from Definition 3.22. We need to prove that Tαx
ruÐ→ 0 holds for
every x ∈X.
Fix x ∈ X and find (xn)n∈N ⊂ D such that xn
ruÐ→ x as n → ∞. By (b), there exists
u ∈X+ such that for each ε > 0 there exists Nε ∈ N and αε such that
∣Tα(xn − x)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u
holds for all n ≥ Nε and α ≥ αε. Since for each n ∈ N the net (Tαxn)α converges relatively
uniformly to 0 and since X has property (C), by Corollary 3.24, there exists a positive
vector ũ ∈ X which regulates the convergence Tαxn
ruÐ→ 0 for every n ∈ N. Now, for an
arbitrary ε > 0 we find α1 such that for each α ≥ α1 we have ∣TαxNε ∣ ≤ ε ⋅ ũ. Fix any α0
which is greater than or equal to αε and α1. Then
∣Tαx∣ ≤ ∣Tα(x − xNε)∣ + ∣TαxNε ∣ ≤ ε ⋅ (u + ũ)
holds for all α ≥ α0 which finally proves Tαx
ruÐ→ 0.
Remark 3.26. At a first glance it may seem that for the proof of (ii)⇒(iii) in Theorem 3.25
we do not require property (C) in its entirety. The problem is that, by changing the value
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of ε, the integer Nε changes which unfortunately forces the vector ũ = ũ(ε) to change as
well. In this case, we cannot conclude that the vector u+ũ is a regulator of our convergence
Tαx
ruÐ→ 0.
The following two examples show that the implications from Theorem 3.25, in general,
cannot be reversed.
Example 3.27. By Lemma 2.23, the function u∶x↦ 1+ ∣x∣ is a strong unit of Lip(R) and
hence, Lip(R) has property (C). If there would exist a complete metrizable locally solid
topology τ on Lip(R), then τ = τru by Example 2.16.(d). Since u is a strong unit for Lip(R),
τru agrees with the norm topology induced by ∥ ⋅ ∥u. In order to reach a contradiction, we
will show that the normed space (Lip(R), ∥ ⋅ ∥u) is not complete.
A direct calculation shows that for each n ∈ N the function fn∶R → R defined as
fn(x) =
√
∣x∣ + 1n is in Lip(R). For each n,m ∈ N and x ∈ R we have
∣fn(x) − fm(x)∣ = ∣
√
∣x∣ + 1n −
√
∣x∣ + 1m ∣ =
∣ 1
n − 1m ∣√


















and hence, (fn)n∈N is a Cauchy sequence in (Lip(R), ∥ ⋅∥u). Similarly, we see that fn
∥⋅∥uÐÐ→ f
as n → ∞ where f denotes the function x ↦
√
∣x∣. Since f ∉ Lip(R), we conclude that
(Lip(R), ∥ ⋅ ∥u) is not complete.
Example 3.28. The vector lattice Cc(R) has property (D), yet it does not have property
(C).
To show that Cc(R) does not have property (C), it suffices to check that Cc(R) does
not satisfy the equivalent condition (R). Pick any sequence (fn)n∈N ⊂ Cc(R) with fn ≡ 1 on
[−n,n]. Since ⋃n∈N supp fn = R for any choice of positive scalars (λn)n∈N ⊂ R the sequence
(λnfn)n∈N is not order bounded in Cc(R).
To show that Cc(R) has property (D), assume that (a) and (b) from Definition 3.22
are satisfied for some ru-dense subset D ⊂ Cc(R) and some net (Tα)α of regular operators
on Cc(R). We need to prove that Tαf
ruÐ→ 0 holds for every f ∈ Cc(R).
Fix f ∈ Cc(R) and find (fn)n∈N ⊂ D such that fn
ruÐ→ f as n → ∞. Pick an arbitrary
ε > 0. First, by applying (b), we find u ∈X, independent of ε, Nε ∈ N, and αε such that
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holds for all α ≥ α1. It is tempting to proceed with the same argument as in the proof of
(ii)⇒(iii) of Theorem 3.25, however since Cc(R) does not have property (C) each choice
of ε provides a possibly different Nε, and therefore a possibly different ũ; see Remark 3.26.
By Proposition 2.4, it suffices to show that Tαf
∥⋅∥∞ÐÐ→ 0 holds and that there exists a
compact set K and an index β such that for each α ≥ β the function Tαf vanishes outside
K. To see this, pick any α0 ≥ αε, α1 and observe that
∣Tαf ∣ ≤ ∣Tα(f − fNε)∣ + ∣TαfNε ∣ ≤
ε
∥u∥∞
⋅ u + ε∥ũ∥∞
⋅ ũ
holds for all α ≥ α0. This yields Tαf
∥⋅∥∞ÐÐ→ 0 and for each α ≥ α0 the function Tαf vanishes
outside the union of supports of u and ũ. This finally proves the claim.
In conclusion, the class of vector lattices which have property (D) contains at least
vector lattices such as Lp(R) (0 < p <∞), Lip(R), UC(R), Cc(R), and C(R).
The following theorem is the main result of this section. It is a version of Corollary 3.19
for relatively uniformly continuous semigroups and it will be applied in the following sec-
tion.
Theorem 3.29. Let X have property (D) and let (T (t))t≥0 be a positive semigroup on
X. Then (T (t))t≥0 is relatively uniformly continuous on X if and only if the following two
assertions hold.
(i) There exists an ru-dense subset D ⊂ X such that T (h)y ruÐ→ y as h ↘ 0 for every
y ∈D.
(ii) For each s ≥ 0 and x ∈X the set
{∣T (t)x∣ ∶ 0 ≤ t ≤ s}
is order bounded in X.
Proof. (⇒) If (T (t))t≥0 is a positive relatively uniformly continuous semigroup on X, then
(i) is satisfied for D ∶=X and (ii) follows from Proposition 3.5.
(⇐) Define a net of regular operators (Th)h∈[0,1] on X by Th ∶= T (h)−I. In order to prove
that (T (t))t≥0 is relatively uniformly continuous, by Lemma 2.1.(iii) and Proposition 3.6,
it is enough to show that Thx
ruÐ→ 0 as h ↘ 0 for every x ∈ X. Since X has property (D),
this convergence holds for every x ∈X whenever (a) and (b) of Definition 3.22 are satisfied.
Indeed, (a) holds by (i). To check (b), fix a sequence (xn)n∈N such that xn
ruÐ→ 0 as
n → ∞ with respect to some regulator u ∈ X+. Fix ε > 0 and find Nε ∈ N such that
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∣xn∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u holds for all n ≥ Nε. By (ii), there exists v ∈ X+ such that T (h)u ≤ v holds for
all h ∈ [0,1] and hence, we have
∣Thxn∣ ≤ T (h)∣xn∣ + ∣xn∣ ≤ ε ⋅ T (h)u + ε ⋅ u ≤ ε ⋅ (v + u)
for all n ≥ Nε and h ∈ [0,1].
3.4.2 Koopman semigroups on C(R)
In this section we define continuous semiflows and the corresponding Koopman semigroups
on C(R). By applying Theorem 3.29, we show that the relatively uniform continuity of
such semigroups on Lip(R), UC(R), and C(R) can be characterized through the continuity
properties of their semiflows. In particular, we will see that the (left) translation semigroup
is relatively uniformly continuous on these spaces.
A function ϕ∶R+×R→ R is called a continuous semiflow if it is continuous in the second
variable and it satisfies
ϕ(0, x) = x and ϕ(t + s, x) = ϕ(t, ϕ(s, x)) (3.4)
for all x ∈ R and t, s ≥ 0. To each semiflow ϕ we associate the family of operators Tϕ ∶=
(Tϕ(t))t≥0 on C(R) given by
(Tϕ(t)f)(x) = f(ϕ(t, x))
for each x ∈ R and t ≥ 0. We obtain a semigroup which we call a Koopman semigroup. For
example, the semigroup associated with the semiflow (t, x)↦ t + x is the (left) translation
semigroup. Koopman semigroups have been studied also on other spaces, e.g., in [7, 10,
14, 20, 34, 54].
The following lemma will be used to prove Proposition 3.31.
Lemma 3.30. Let ϕ∶R+×R→ R be a semiflow and assume that there exists u ∈ C(R) such
that for each ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that
∣ϕ(h, z) − z∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u(z) (3.5)
holds for all h ∈ [0, δ] and z ∈ R. Then ϕ is jointly continuous and for each f ∈ C(R) and
s ≥ 0 the function x↦ gf,s(x) ∶=maxt∈[0,s] ∣f(ϕ(t, x))∣ is continuous.
Proof. We first show that ϕ is jointly continuous. Fix t > 0, x ∈ R, and pick ε > 0. Due to
the fact that the function y ↦ ϕ(t, y) is continuous, there exists 0 < δ <min{1, t} such that
for each y ∈ [−δ, δ] we have
∣ϕ(t, y + x) −ϕ(t, x)∣ ≤ ε
2
.
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Also, since the function y ↦ u(ϕ(t, y + x)) is continuous, M ∶= maxy∈[−1,1] u(ϕ(t, y + x)) is
well-defined. By (3.5), there exists some 0 < σ < δ such that
∣ϕ(h,ϕ(t, y + x)) −ϕ(t, y + x)∣ ≤ ε
2M
⋅ u(ϕ(t, y + x))
holds for all h ∈ [−σ,σ] and y ∈ R. Hence, by applying (3.4), we conclude that
∣ϕ(h + t, y + x) −ϕ(t, x)∣ ≤ ∣ϕ(h,ϕ(t, y + x)) −ϕ(t, y + x)∣ + ∣ϕ(t, y + x) −ϕ(t, x)∣
≤ ε
2M
⋅ u(ϕ(t, y + x)) + ε
2
≤ ε
holds for all h, y ∈ [−σ,σ] which proves that ϕ is jointly continuous.
Next, pick f ∈ C(R), s ≥ 0, x ∈ R, and (xn)n∈N ⊂ R such that xn → x as n → ∞. If we
can show that each subsequence (yn)n∈N of (xn)n∈N has a subsequence (ynk)n∈N such that
gf,s(ynk) → gf,s(x) as k → ∞, then we conclude gf,s(xn) → gf,s(x) as k → ∞ from where
it follows that gf,s is continuous. To see this, we first notice that (τ, y) ↦ ∣f(ϕ(τ, y))∣ is
jointly continuous and hence, there exist t, tn ∈ [0, s] such that we have
gf,s(x) = ∣f(ϕ(t, x))∣ and gf,s(yn) = ∣f(ϕ(tn, yn))∣ for all n ∈ N. (3.6)
We choose a converging subsequence (tnk)k∈N with limit t∗ ∈ [0, s] and observe that
∣f(ϕ(tnk , ynk))∣ → ∣f(ϕ(t∗, x))∣ as k → ∞. By this observation and (3.6), to conclude
that gf,s(ynk) → gf,s(x) as k → ∞ it is enough to show that gf,s(x) = ∣f(ϕ(t∗, x))∣ holds.
First, by definition, we have gf,s(x) ≥ ∣f(ϕ(t∗, x))∣. To see that gf,s(x) ≤ ∣f(ϕ(t∗, x))∣ holds,
fix ε > 0 and note that, by joint continuity of (τ, y)↦ f(ϕ(τ, y)) and (τ, y)↦ ∣f(ϕ(τ, y))∣,
there exists K ∈ N such that
∣f(ϕ(t, x)) − f(ϕ(t, ynK))∣ ≤
ε
2
and ∣f(ϕ(tnK , ynK)∣ − ∣f(ϕ(t∗, x))∣ ≤
ε
2
hold, respectively. Hence, by applying (3.6), we estimate






+ ∣gf,s(ynK) − f(ϕ(t∗, x))∣ + ∣f(ϕ(t∗, x))∣ ≤ ε + ∣f(ϕ(t∗, x))∣.
Since ε was chosen arbitrarily we conclude that gf,s(x) ≤ ∣f(ϕ(t∗, x))∣ holds.
In order to characterize relatively uniformly continuous Koopman semigroups on C(R),
we need to consider the space LPA(R) of locally piecewise affine functions on R. A function
f ∈ C(R) is locally piecewise affine if there exist double sequences (an)n∈Z, (bn)n∈Z, (jn)n∈Z ⊂
R such that ⋃n∈Z[jn, jn+1] = R and
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(1) jn < jn+1,
(2) f(x) = anx + bn holds for all x ∈ [jn, jn+1], and
(3) bn−1 − bn = (an − an−1)jn
hold for all n ∈ Z. It is easy to see that our definition is equivalent to the definition of
LPA(RN) from [2] in the case when N = 1. It is known that LPA(R) is ru-dense in C(R);
see [2, Theorem 4.1].
Proposition 3.31. For a semiflow ϕ the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) Tϕ on C(R) is relatively uniformly continuous.
(ii) There exists u ∈ C(R) such that for each ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that
∣ϕ(t, x) − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u(x)
holds for all t ∈ [0, δ] and x ∈ R.
(iii) For each f ∈ LPA(R) there exists v ∈ LPA(R) such that Tϕ(h)f
ruÐ→ f with respect
to the regulator v as h↘ 0.
Proof. (i)⇒(ii) By assumption, there exists u ∈ X+ such that for each ε > 0 there exists
δ > 0 such that
∣Tϕ(t)IdR − IdR∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u
holds for all t ∈ [0, δ] which implies (ii).
(ii)⇒(iii) Fix f ∈ LPA(R) and pick double sequences (an)n∈Z, (bn)n∈Z, (jn)n∈Z ⊂ R from
the definition of the functions in LPA(R). Our goal is to construct a function v ∈ LPA(R)
which regulates the convergence Tϕ(h)f




∶ n − 1 ≤m ≤ n + 1}
and Mn ∶=maxx∈[jn,jn+1] u(x). By assumption, there exists sn > 0 such that
∣ϕ(t, x) − x∣ ≤ δn
max{Mn,1}
⋅ u(x) ≤ δn (3.7)
holds for all x ∈ [jn, jn+1] and t ∈ [0, sn]. Set
cn ∶= sn−1 ⋅ sup
(t,x)∈[0,1]×[jn,jn+1]
∣f(ϕ(sn + t, x)) − f(ϕ(sn, x))∣,
dn ∶=max{Mn,1} ⋅ max
n−1≤m≤n+1
{∣am∣, ∣am − an∣, cm}
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and finally define the function v∶R→ R on each interval [jn, jn+1] separately; if x ∈ [jn, jn+1]
we define




A direct verification shows that v ∈ LPA(R). We claim that the function v regulates
Tϕ(h)f
ruÐ→ f as h↘ 0. To this end, choose 0 < ε < 1. By assumption, there exists 0 < δ < ε
2
such that
∣ϕ(h,x) − x∣ ≤ ε
4
⋅ u(x)
holds for all h ∈ (0, δ] and x ∈ R. We will prove that for each n ∈ Z, x ∈ [jn, jn+1], and
h ∈ (0, δ] we have ∣f(ϕ(h,x)) − f(x)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ v(x).
Case 1: Assume that ∣ϕ(h,x) − x∣ < δn holds. Then ϕ(h,x) ∈ [jm, jm+1] holds for some
n−1 ≤m ≤ n+1. Hence, by considering cases m = n−1, n, n+1 and bm−1−bm = (am−am−1)jm,
we estimate
∣f(ϕ(h,x)) − f(x)∣ = ∣amϕ(h,x) + bm − (anx + bn)∣ ≤ ∣ϕ(h,x) − x∣ ⋅ ∣am∣ + ∣(am − an)x − (bn − bm)∣
≤ ε
4
⋅ u(x) ⋅ ∣am∣ + ∣am − an∣ ⋅ ∣x − jm∣.
Hence, if ϕ(h,x) ∈ [jn, jn+1], i.e., m = n, then we obtain
∣f(ϕ(h,x)) − f(x)∣ ≤ ε
4
⋅ u(x) ⋅ ∣an∣ ≤
ε
4











from where we conclude
∣f(ϕ(h,x)) − f(x)∣ ≤ ε
4
⋅ u(x) ⋅ ∣an+1∣ + ∣an+1 − an∣ ⋅ (jn+1 − x)
≤ ε
4







We can argue in a similar way when ϕ(h,x) ∈ [jn−1, jn].
Case 2: Assume that ∣ϕ(h,x) − x∣ ≥ δn holds. Then, by (3.7), we have 0 < sn < h and
∣ϕ(t, x) − x∣ ≤ δn holds for all t ∈ [0, sn]. We write h = Nnsn + rn for some Nn ∈ N and
0 ≤ rn < sn and apply Case 1 to get ∣f(ϕ(rn, x)) − f(x)∣ ≤
ε
2
⋅ v(x). By an easy application





∣f(ϕ(msn + rn, x))− f(ϕ((m− 1)sn + rn, x))∣+ ∣f(ϕ(rn, x))− f(x)∣.
For each 1 ≤ m ≤ Nn we denote tm ∶= (m − 1)sn + rn. Since ε < 1, also h < 1 and hence,
tm ∈ [0,1]. By definition of the number cn and the estimate cn ≤ min{dn, dn+1} ≤ v(x), we
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obtain




∣f(ϕ(sn + tm, x)) − f(ϕ(tm, x))∣ + ∣f(ϕ(rn, x)) − f(x)∣
≤ Nnsn ⋅ cn +
ε
2
⋅ v(x) ≤ h ⋅min{dn, dn+1} +
ε
2
⋅ v(x) ≤ ε ⋅ v(x).
(iii)⇒(i) The vector lattice C(R), equipped with the topology of uniform convergence
on compact sets, is a complete metrizable locally solid vector lattice and hence, by Theo-
rem 3.25, it has property (D). Therefore, by Theorem 3.29, it is enough to check the asser-
tions that there exists an ru-dense subset D ⊂ C(R) such that Tϕ(h)g
ruÐ→ g as h↘ 0 for ev-
ery g ∈D, and that for each s ≥ 0 and f ∈ C(R) there exists u ∈ C(R) such that ∣Tϕ(t)f ∣ ≤ u
holds for all t ∈ [0, s]. The first assertion follows directly from the assumption and [2, The-
orem 4.1] which yields that LPA(R) is ru-dense in C(R). Pick f ∈ C(R) and s ≥ 0. Using
the same argument as in (i)⇒(ii) and the fact that IdR ∈ LPA(R), we see that the semiflow
ϕ satisfies (ii). Hence, by Lemma 3.30, the function x ↦ gf,s(x) ∶= maxt∈[0,s] ∣f(ϕ(t, x))∣ is
continuous. We conclude the proof by noting that ∣Tϕ(t)f ∣ ≤ gf,s holds for all t ∈ [0, s].
The following proposition characterizes relatively uniformly continuous Koopman semi-
groups on Lip(R) and UC(R) through their semiflows.
Proposition 3.32. Let X = Lip(R) or X = UC(R) and let ϕ be a semiflow such that the
operators of the semigroup Tϕ leave X invariant. The following assertions are equivalent.
(i) Tϕ is relatively uniformly continuous on X.
(ii) There exists u ∈X such that for each ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that
∣ϕ(h,x) − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u(x)
holds for all h ∈ [0, δ] and x ∈ R.
(iii) For each ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that
∣ϕ(h,x) − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ (1 + ∣x∣)
holds for all h ∈ [0, δ] and x ∈ R.
Proof. Since IdR ∈ X, (i)⇒(ii) follows from the same argument as in the proof of (i)⇒(ii)
of Proposition 3.31.
(ii)⇒(iii) follows from the fact that the function x↦ 1 + ∣x∣ is a strong unit in X.
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(iii)⇒(i) Fix f ∈X and ε > 0. By Lemma 2.23, we can find some δ > 0 such that
∣f(x) − f(y)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ (∣x − y∣ ⋅ δ−1 + 1)
holds for all x, y ∈ R. By assumption, there exists σ > 0 such that ∣ϕ(h,x)− x∣ ≤ δ ⋅ (1+ ∣x∣)
holds for all h ∈ [0, σ] and x ∈ R. Now, it easily follows that
∣(Tϕ(h)f)(x) − f(x)∣ = ∣f(ϕ(h,x)) − f(x)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ (∣ϕ(h,x) − x∣ ⋅ δ−1 + 1) ≤ ε ⋅ (2 + ∣x∣)
holds for all h ∈ [0, σ] and x ∈ R. Since the function x ↦ 2 + ∣x∣ is in X we finish the proof
by applying Proposition 3.6.
Remark 3.33. Let X = Lip(R) or X = UC(R). Then IdR ∈X and for any semiflow ϕ the
operators of Tϕ leave X invariant if and only if for each t ≥ 0 the mapping x↦ ϕ(t, x) is in
X.
Applying Proposition 3.31 and Proposition 3.32 to the semiflow (t, x)↦ t+x we obtain
the following corollary.
Corollary 3.34. The (left) translation semigroup is relatively uniformly continuous on
Lip(R), UC(R), and C(R).
Chapter 4
Generation of relatively uniformly
continuous semigroups
In this chapter our aim is to prove Theorem 4.19 which is an analogue of the classical
Hille-Yosida theorem (see [21, II.3.5 Generation Theorem]) for ruc-semigroups. In order to
do this we introduce and study the required concepts which are motivated by the classical
semigroup theory. First, we study the notion of generators of relatively uniformly continu-
ous positive semigroups. We introduce the notions of an ru-closed and ru-densely defined
operator on a vector lattice and show that every generator of a positive ruc-semigroup is
such. Second, we consider ruc-semigroups whose orbit maps have exponential growth in
terms of order. The resolvent operators of the generator of such a semigroup are studied.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of our main result, Theorem 4.19. We con-
clude by showing that positive ruc-semigroups with order exponential growth are uniquely
determined by their generators; see Proposition 4.21.
4.1 The generator
As in the case of C0-semigroups, see [21, Definition II.1.2] or Section 1.2, we can define a
generator of a relatively uniformly continuous semigroup in the following way.
Definition 4.1. The generator A∶D(A) ⊂ X → X of a relatively uniformly continuous
semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on X is the operator








(T (h)x − x) exists in X} .
In that case, we also say that A generates (T (t))t≥0.
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Remark 4.2. Every ruc-semigroup determines its generator uniquely. However, the con-
verse is true only under additional assumptions; see Proposition 4.21.
The following proposition provides an instance where we are able to identify the gen-
erator of an ruc-semigroup.
Proposition 4.3. The generator of the (left) translation semigroup (Tl(t))t≥0 on Cc(R) is
the first derivative operator A ∶= d
dx
with the domain
D(A) = {f ∈ Cc(R) ∶ f is continuously differentiable}.
Proof. If (B,D(B)) generates (Tl(t))t≥0, then, by definition, for a fixed f ∈ D(B) there
exists u ∈ Cc(R) such that for each ε > 0 there exists 0 < δ < 1 such that we have
∣f(h + x) − f(x)
h
− (Bf)(x)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u(x)
for all x ∈ R and h ∈ [0, δ]. In particular, the function f is left differentiable with the left
derivative Bf . Since Bf is a continuous function, f is differentiable and Bf = Af . In
particular, we have D(B) ⊂D(A).
Now, let f ∈ D(A). Then Af ∈ Cc(R) and hence, there exists n ∈ N such that f(x) = 0
and Af(x) = 0 hold for all x ∈ [−n,n]c. Furthermore, since Af = f ′ is continuous, by [46,
Exercise 5.8], for a fixed ε > 0 there exists 0 < δ < 1 such that
∣f(h + x) − f(x)
h
− f ′(x)∣ ≤ ε
holds for all h ∈ [0, δ] and x ∈ [−n,n]. By Urysohn’s lemma, there exists u ∈ Cc(R) such
that u(x) = 1 holds for all x ∈ [−n − 1, n + 1] and hence, we obtain
∣(Tl(h)f)(x) − f(x)
h
− (Af)(x)∣ = ∣f(h + x) − f(x)
h
− f ′(x)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u(x)
for all h ∈ [0, δ] and x ∈ R. This proves f ∈D(B).
Before we continue our study of the generators of ruc-semigroups we will prove the
following lemma. It deals with the ru-integrability of the orbit maps of positive ruc-
semigroups on ru-complete vector lattices; cf. Section 2.2.
Lemma 4.4. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a positive ruc-semigroup on an ru-complete vector lattice
X. Then the following assertions hold for each x ∈X and s ≥ 0.
(i) The orbit map t↦ T (t)x is ru-integrable.
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(ii) The operator y ↦ ∫
s
0 T (τ)y dτ on X is well-defined and positive.
(iii) We have yh ∶= 1h (∫
h
0 T (τ)x dτ)
ruÐ→ x as h↘ 0.
Proof. To prove (i), fix ε > 0. By assumption, there exist a positive element u ∈ X,
independent of ε, and δ > 0 such that ∣T (h)x−x∣ ≤ ε ⋅u holds for all h ∈ [0, δ]. Furthermore,
by Proposition 3.5, there exists v ∈ X such that T (t)(u ∨ x) ≤ v holds for all t ∈ [0, s].
In particular, for each t ∈ [0, s] we have T (t)x ∈ Iv, where Iv denotes the principal ideal
generated by v. Pick 0 ≤ t′ ≤ t ≤ s with ∣t − t′∣ ≤ δ. Then
∣T (t)x − T (t′)x∣ ≤ T (t′)∣T (t − t′)x − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ T (t′)u ≤ ε ⋅ v.
Hence, the mapping
ϕ∶ [0, s]→ Iv, t↦ T (t)x,
is continuous with respect to the AM-norm on Iv defined by
∥y∥v ∶= inf{λ > 0 ∶ ∣y∣ ≤ λ ⋅ v}. (4.1)
Furthermore, since X is Archimedean and ru-complete, the principal ideal Iv, endowed
with the norm ∥ ⋅ ∥v, is a Banach lattice; see [39, Exercise 59.5]. Therefore, the Riemann
sums of the orbit map t ↦ T (t)x on [0, s] converge with respect to the norm ∥ ⋅ ∥v to the
unique Riemann integral in Iv. We conclude that this Riemann integral is the ru-integral
of f on [0, s].
To prove (ii), fix y ∈ X+. We show that ∫
s
0 T (τ)y dτ ∈ X+. Since for each t ≥ 0
the operator T (t) is positive, for any partition {s0, s1, . . . , sn} of the interval [0, s] and




(si − si−1)T (ti)y
is in X+. The element ∫
s
0 T (τ)y dτ is the ru-limit of a net in X+ which implies ∫
s
0 T (τ)y dτ ∈
X+.
To show (iii), fix ε > 0. By assumption, there exist u ∈ X, independent of ε, and δ > 0
such that ∣T (h)x−x∣ ≤ ε ⋅u holds for all h ∈ [0, δ]. Hence, by Proposition 2.12.(iii), we have






(T (τ)x − x) dτ ∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u
for all h ∈ [0, δ] which proves the claim.
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Since we will repeatedly use Lemma 4.4, in this section X will denote an ru-complete
vector lattice. The following lemma captures some of the important properties of generators
of positive ruc-semigroups. It is motivated by properties from the classical theory of
strongly continuous semigroups; cf. [21, Lemma II.1.3].
Lemma 4.5. Let X be an ru-complete vector lattice, let (T (t))t≥0 be a relatively uniformly
continuous positive semigroup on X, and let (A,D(A)) be its generator. Then the following
assertions hold for each s ≥ 0.
(i) The operator A∶D(A) ⊂X →X is linear.
(ii) For x ∈D(A) we have T (s)x ∈D(A) and AT (s)x = T (s)Ax. Furthermore, the orbit
map t↦ T (t)x is ru-differentiable and its ru-derivative is the map t↦ T (t)Ax.




T (τ)x dτ ∈D(A).
(iv) We have
T (s)x − x = A∫
s
0




T (τ)Ax dτ if x ∈D(A).
Proof. Assertion (i) follows directly from the linearity of the operators T (t) and Lemma 2.1.(i).
To prove (ii), fix x ∈ D(A). By assumption, there exists u ∈ X such that for each ε > 0
there exists δ > 0 such that
∣T (h)Ax −Ax∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u and ∣1
h
(T (h)x − x) −Ax∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u
hold for all h ∈ [0, δ]. Furthermore, by Proposition 3.5, there exists v ∈ X such that
T (t)u ≤ v holds for all t ∈ [0, s]. Therefore
∣1
h
(T (h)T (s)x − T (s)x) − T (s)Ax∣ ≤ T (s) ∣1
h
(T (h)x − x) −Ax∣ ≤ ε ⋅ T (s)u ≤ ε ⋅ 2v
holds for all h ∈ [0, δ]. Hence, we obtain T (s)x ∈D(A) and AT (s)x = T (s)Ax. Moreover,
∣1
h
(T (h)T (s)x − T (s)x) − T (s)Ax∣ ≤ T (h + s)(∣ 1−h(T (−h)x − x) −Ax∣ + ∣Ax − T (−h)Ax∣)
≤ ε ⋅ T (h + s)(2u) ≤ ε ⋅ (2v)
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holds for all h ∈ [−min{δ, s},0]. This proves that the mapping t↦ T (t)x is ru-differentiable
and its ru-derivative is the map t↦ T (t)Ax.
To prove (iii) and (iv), fix x ∈ X. By applying Proposition 2.12.(iv) and Proposi-















T (τ)x dτ −∫
h
0













for all h > 0. By Lemma 4.4.(iii), the right-hand side converges relatively uniformly to






T (τ)x dτ −∫
t
0





(T (h)x − x))dτ
for each h > 0. Since, by Lemma 4.4.(ii), the operator y ↦ ∫
s
0 T (τ)y dτ is positive on
X, it preserves ru-limits and, hence, the right-hand side converges relatively uniformly to
∫
t
0 T (τ)Ax dτ as h↘ 0. This proves the second identity of (iv).
The generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on a Banach space is closed and
densely defined; see [21, Theorem II.1.4]. Before we state an analogue to this result in our
setting we need to introduce the appropriate notions.
Definition 4.6. We call an operator P on X ru-densely defined if its domain D(P ) is ru-
dense in X. An operator P on X with domain D(P ) is called ru-closed whenever xn
ruÐ→ x
and Pxn
ruÐ→ y imply that x ∈D(P ) and Px = y.
Proposition 4.7. The generator of a positive relatively uniformly continuous semigroup
is an ru-densely defined and ru-closed operator.
Proof. Consider a positive ruc-semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on X with a generator A. Take x ∈ X
and define yn ∶= n ∫
1
n
0 T (τ)x dτ . By Lemma 4.5.(iii), yn ∈ D(A) for each n ∈ N and, by
Lemma 4.4.(iii), we have yn
ruÐ→ x as n→∞. This proves that A is ru-densely defined.
To show that A is ru-closed, pick x, y ∈ X and (xn)n∈N ⊂ D(A) such that xn
ruÐ→ x and
Axn
ruÐ→ y. By Lemma 4.5.(iv), the identity
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holds for all h > 0 and n ∈ N. Furthermore, by assumption and Lemma 4.4.(ii), for each
h > 0 the operators T (h) and y ↦ ∫
h
0 T (τ)y dτ are positive and hence, they preserve
ru-limits. Therefore, for each h > 0 we have
T (h)xn − xn








as n→∞. From this and the fact that ru-limits are unique, we conclude the identity
1
h





for all h > 0. By Lemma 4.4.(iii), the right-hand side converges relatively uniformly to y
as h↘ 0, so that x ∈D(A). Since at the same time the left-hand side converges relatively
uniformly to Ax, we obtain Ax = y. This proves that A is ru-closed.
The following result, which can be interpreted as the ‘product rule’ for the ru-derivative
of commuting semigroups, is vital for the proof of the main result of this chapter, Theo-
rem 4.19.
Lemma 4.8. Let (T (t))t≥0 and (S(t))t≥0 be relatively uniformly continuous positive semi-
groups on a vector lattice X with generators A and B, respectively. If D(A) ⊂ D(B) and
if for each s, t ≥ 0 operators T (t) and S(s) commute, then for each x ∈D(A) and t ≥ 0 we
have
S(t)x − T (t)x = ∫
t
0
T (t − τ)S(τ)(B −A)x dτ.
Proof. Fix x ∈ D(A) ⊂ D(B) and t ≥ 0. By Proposition 2.14, it suffices to show the
following assertions.
 The map f ∶ τ ↦ T (t − τ)S(τ)x is ru-differentiable.
 The ru-derivative of f is the map f ′∶ τ ↦ T (t−τ)S(τ)(B−A)x which is ru-continuous.
 There exists wt ∈ X such that the constant function τ ↦ wt is a differentiation
regulator of f and a continuity regulator of f ′.
By assumption, there exists u ∈X such that
T (h)x − x
h
ruÐ→ Ax, S(h)x − x
h
ruÐ→ Bx,
T (h)(B −A)x ruÐ→ (B −A)x, and S(h)(B −A)x ruÐ→ (B −A)x
as h↘ 0 with respect to some regulator u. By Proposition 3.5, there exist vt,wt ∈ X such
that S(s)u ≤ vt and T (s)vt ≤ wt hold for all s ∈ [0, t].
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Fix τ ∈ (0, t) and ε > 0. Then there exists δ > 0 such that
∣f(τ + h) − f(τ)
h
− f ′(τ)∣
= ∣T (t − τ − h)S(τ + h)x − T (t − τ)S(τ)x
h
− T (t − τ)S(τ)(B −A)x∣
≤ T (t − τ − h)S(τ) ∣S(h)x − T (h)x
h
− T (h)(B −A)x∣
≤ T (t − τ − h)S(τ)(∣S(h)x − x
h
−Bx∣ + ∣T (h)x − x
h
−Ax∣ + ∣(B −A)x − T (h)(B −A)x∣)
≤ ε ⋅ T (t − τ − h)S(τ)3u ≤ ε ⋅ 3wt
holds for all h ∈ [0,min{δ, t − τ}]. Similarly,
∣f(τ − h) − f(τ)
h
− f ′(τ)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ 3wt
holds for all h ∈ [0,min{δ, τ}]. This proves that f is ru-differentiable on [0, t] with ru-
derivative f ′ and that τ ↦ 3wt is a differentiation regulator of f .
Furthermore, by using similar arguments, we obtain
∣f ′(τ + h) − f ′(τ)∣ = ∣T (t − τ − h)S(τ + h)(B −A)x − T (t − τ)S(τ)(B −A)x∣
≤ T (t − τ − h)S(τ)(∣S(h)(B −A)x − (B −A)x∣ + ∣T (h)(B −A)x − (B −A)x∣)
≤ ε ⋅ 2wt
for some δ > 0 and all h ∈ [0,min{δ, t − τ}], and
∣f ′(τ − h) − f ′(τ)∣ = ∣T (t − τ + h)S(τ − h)(B −A)x − T (t − τ)S(τ)(B −A)x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ 3wt
for all h ∈ [0,min{δ, τ}]. This proves that f ′ is ru-continuous on [0, t] with the continuity
regulator τ ↦ 3wt.
4.2 A Hille-Yosida-type generation theorem
The goal in this section is to prove a Hille-Yosida type theorem for a class of relatively
uniformly continuous semigroups. In order to prove it we require a certain amount of
preparation. First, we consider ruc-semigroups whose orbit maps have (at most) expo-
nential growth in terms of order and provide examples for such semigroups. Second, we
study the resolvent operators of the generators of such semigroups and the corresponding
Yosida approximants. We use these approximants to construct a sequence of semigroups
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which play a crucial role in the proof of the main result of this chapter, Theorem 4.19.
Eventually, we present this proof in three steps and conclude this chapter by showing that
the considered ruc-semigroups are uniquely determined by their generators.
4.2.1 Exponentially order bounded semigroups
While the orbit maps of strongly continuous semigroups on Banach spaces grow at most
exponentially in norm, relatively uniformly continuous semigroups, a priori, do not expe-
rience such a behavior; see Example 4.14. However, in Proposition 3.11 we have seen that
for a positive C0-semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a Banach lattice there exists w ∈ R such that for
each y ∈ D(A) there exists z ∈ D(A) such that ∣T (t)y∣ ≤ ewtz holds for all t ≥ 0 where
(A,D(A)) generates (T (t))t≥0. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 4.9. We call an ruc-semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a vector lattice X exponentially
order bounded if there exists some w ∈ R such that for each x ∈ X there exists u ∈ X such
that
∣T (t)x∣ ≤ ewtu
holds for all t ≥ 0. We call such an w ∈ R an order exponent of (T (t))t≥0.
We proceed with some examples and counterexamples of such semigroups.
Example 4.10. By Theorem 3.1, on Lp(R) for 1 < p < ∞ the heat semigroup and the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup considered in Example 3.9 and Example 3.10, respectively,
are exponentially order bounded with order exponent 0.
Example 4.11. By Proposition 3.15, the (left) translation semigroup (Tl(t))t≥0 is an ruc-
semigroup on W1,p(R) (1 ≤ p < ∞) which is the domain of the generator of the positive
C0-semigroup (Tl(t))t≥0 on the Banach lattice Lp(R); see [21, Example I.5.4]. Then, by
Proposition 3.11, (Tl(t))t≥0 is exponentially order bounded on W1,p(R).
In general, an ruc-semigroup is automatically exponentially order bounded only under
some additional assumptions on the space.
Proposition 4.12. If a vector lattice X has a strong unit u ∈ X, then every relatively
uniformly continuous positive semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on X is exponentially order bounded.
Proof. Fix x ∈X. By Proposition 3.5, there exists v ∈X such that ∣T (s)x∣ ≤ v holds for all
s ∈ [0,1]. Since u is a strong unit there exists λ > 1 such that v ≤ λu and T (1)u ≤ λu hold.
Fix t ≥ 0, find N ∈ N0, and 0 ≤ s < 1 such that t = N + s. Then for w ∶= lnλ we have
∣T (t)x∣ ≤ T (N)∣T (s)x∣ ≤ T (N)v ≤ λ ⋅ T (1)Nu ≤ λN ⋅ (λu) ≤ ewt(λu).
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Example 4.13. By Lemma 2.23, the vector lattices Lip(R) and UC(R) have a strong unit.
Hence, Corollary 3.34 combined with Proposition 4.12 yields that the (left) translation
semigroup (Tl(t))t≥0 is exponentially order bounded on Lip(R) and UC(R).
By Proposition 3.14 and Corollary 3.34, the (left) translation semigroup is relatively
uniformly continuous on Cc(R) and C(R) yet it is not exponentially order bounded on
these vector lattices as the next example shows.
Example 4.14. The (left) translation semigroup (Tl(t))t≥0 is not exponentially order
bounded on the following spaces.
(a) On Cc(R): Fix a positive function f ∈ Cc(R) with f(0) = 1 and assume that there
exist w ∈ R and u ∈ Cc(R) such that Tl(t)f ≤ ewtu holds for all t ≥ 0. Then 1 =
f(0) = (Tl(t)f)(−t) ≤ ewtu(−t) and hence, u(−t) ≥ e−wt > 0 holds for all t ≥ 0 which
contradicts u ∈ Cc(R).
(b) On C(R): Consider the function f ∶x ↦ ex2 and assume that there exist w ∈ R and
u ∈ C(R) such that Tl(t)f ≤ ewtu holds for all t ≥ 0. Then et2−wt ≤ u(0) for all t ≥ 0
which is a contradiction.
4.2.2 Resolvent operators and Yosida approximants
Motivated by the fact that a strongly continuous semigroup on a Banach lattice is positive
if and only if its generator is a resolvent positive operator (see Section 1.2), we introduce
the following notion. For an operator A on X we define its positive resolvent set by
ρ+(A) ∶= {λ ∈ R ∶ R(λ,A) ∶= (λI −A)−1 exists and is a positive operator on X}.
In Section 3.3 it was shown, that rescaling preserves ru-continuity of semigroups. One
can show even more.
Lemma 4.15. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a positive ruc-semigroup on X and let (A,D(A)) be its
generator. Let µ ∈ R and α > 0. The rescaled semigroup (S(t))t≥0 defined by
S(t) ∶= eµtT (αt)
is again a positive ruc-semigroup with the generator B = αA + µI, D(B) = D(A), and
resolvent R(λ,B) = 1αR (
λ−µ
α ,A) for all λ ∈ ρ+(B). Moreover, if (T (t))t≥0 is exponentially
order bounded with order exponent w, then (S(t))t≥0 is also exponentially order bounded
with order exponent αw + µ.
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Proof. First, we see that for each λ ∈ ρ+(B) we have
λI −B = α ⋅ (λ − µ
α
I −A)
from where the identity R(λ,B) = 1αR (
λ−µ
α ,A) follows. In particular, we have D(B) =
D(A). Furthermore, we have seen in Section 3.3 that (S(t))t≥0 is a positive ruc-semigroup.
To see that B is the generator of (S(t))t≥0, fix x ∈D(A). Since for each h > 0 we have
eµhT (αh)x − x
h






the right-hand side converges relatively uniformly to αAx + µx as h↘ 0.
If there exists w ∈ R such that for each x ∈X there exists u ∈X such that ∣T (t)x∣ ≤ ewtu
holds for all t ≥ 0, then ∣S(t)x∣ ≤ e(µ+wα)tu holds for all t ≥ 0.
The following result allows us to work with resolvents of generators of exponentially
order bounded, positive ruc-semigroups. It shows that these resolvents are the Laplace
transforms of the corresponding semigroups.
Proposition 4.16. Let X be an ru-complete vector lattice, let (T (t))t≥0 be an exponentially
order bounded, positive ruc-semigroup on X with order exponent w ∈ R, and let (A,D(A))
be its generator. Then the following assertions hold.
(i) For each λ > w the mapping




defines a positive operator on X.
(ii) For each x ∈X there exists u ∈X such that
∣R(λ)kx∣ ≤ (λ −w)−k ⋅ u
holds for all k ∈ N and λ > w.
(iii) For each λ > w we have λ ∈ ρ+(A) and R(λ) = R(λ,A).
Proof. Fix λ > w and x ∈ X. We recall that, by Lemma 4.15, the family of operators
(e−λtT (t))t≥0 is a positive ruc-semigroup on X and hence, by Lemma 4.4.(i), the orbit map
t↦ e−λtT (t)x is ru-integrable. Furthermore, by assumption, there exists u ∈X such that
∣T (t)x∣ ≤ ewtu
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e−λtT (t)x dt −∫
s
0
e−λtT (t)x dt∣ = ∣∫
S−s
0




e−(λ−w)(s+t)u dt ≤ (λ −w)−1e−(λ−w)su.
Since X is ru-complete, the improper ru-integral which defines R(λ)x exists. By combining
Lemma 2.1.(ii) and the fact that for each t ≥ 0 the operator T (t) is linear and positive, we
conclude that R(λ) is also linear and positive.
To prove (ii), we use the assumption that (T (t))t≥0 is exponentially order bounded with




























u = (λ −w)−ku
for all k ∈ N.
Next, we show (iii). By a simple rescaling argument (see Lemma 4.15) we may assume
that λ = 0. We need to show that R(0,A) exists and equals R(0). By Proposition 2.12,
for each h > 0 and x ∈X we have
T (h) − I
h


















By Lemma 4.4.(iii), the right-hand side converges relatively uniformly to −x as h ↘ 0 so
that R(0)x ∈ D(A) with AR(0)x = −x for all x ∈ X. On the other hand, when x ∈ D(A),




T (t)x dt = ∫
∞
0
T (t)Ax dt = R(0)Ax.
From this and (i) we conclude (iii).
We proceed by showing a couple of lemmas which are needed for the proof of The-
orem 4.19. We note that these lemmas assume property (D); see Definition 3.22. The
operators λAR(λ,A) appearing in the following lemmas are known as Yosida approxi-
mants ; see [21, p. 74].
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Lemma 4.17. Let X be an ru-complete vector lattice with property (D) and let A be an
ru-closed and ru-densely defined operator on X such that (0,∞) ⊂ ρ+(A). Suppose that for
each x ∈X there exists u ∈X such that
∣R(λ,A)x∣ ≤ λ−1 ⋅ u
holds for all λ > 0. Then the following assertions are valid.
(i) For each relatively uniformly convergent sequence (xn)n∈N ⊂X there exists u ∈X such
that for each ε > 0 there exists N ∈ N such that
∣λR(λ,A)xn − xn∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u
holds for all λ,n ≥ N .
(ii) For each relatively uniformly convergent sequence (xn)n∈N ⊂ D(A) there exists u ∈ X
such that for each ε > 0 there exists N ∈ N such that
∣λAR(λ,A)xn −Axn∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u
holds for all λ,n ≥ N .
Proof. To show (i), we prove first the convergence λR(λ,A)x ruÐ→ x as λ → ∞ for each
x ∈X. Set Tλ ∶= λR(λ,A)−I for each λ > 0. Since X has property (D), it suffices to verify
that (Tλ)λ satisfies assertions (a) and (b) from Definition 3.22.
(a) By assumption, the set D ∶= D(A) is ru-dense in X. For x ∈ D we have Tλx =
R(λ,A)Ax and hence, there exists u ∈ X such that ∣Tλx∣ ≤ λ−1u holds for all λ > 0
which yields Tλx
ruÐ→ 0 as λ→∞.
(b) Pick a sequence (xn)n∈N ⊂ X such that xn
ruÐ→ 0 with respect to a regulator v ∈ X.
Fix ε > 0. Then there exists Nε ∈ N such that ∣xn∣ ≤ ε ⋅ v holds for all n ≥ Nε. By
assumption, there exists u ∈ X such that R(λ,A)v ≤ λ−1 ⋅ u holds for all λ > 0 and
since R(λ,A) is positive for each λ > 0 and n ≥ Nε we estimate
∣Tλxn∣ = ∣λR(λ,A)xn − xn∣ ≤ λ ⋅R(λ,A)∣xn∣ + ∣xn∣ ≤ ε ⋅ (λR(λ,A)v + v) ≤ ε ⋅ (u + v).
By property (D), we conclude that λR(λ,A)x ruÐ→ x as λ→∞ for each x ∈X.
To finish the proof of (i), pick a sequence (xn)n∈N ⊂ X and x ∈ X such that xn
ruÐ→ x
with respect to some regulator u ∈ X as n → ∞ and find regulators v1, v2 ∈ X such that
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λR(λ,A)x ruÐ→ x and λR(λ,A)u ruÐ→ u with respect to the regulators v1 and v2 as λ → ∞,
respectively. Then for each ε > 0 there exists N ∈ N such that
∣xn − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u, ∣λR(λ,A)x − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ v1, and ∣λR(λ,A)u − u∣ ≤ ε ⋅ v2
for all λ,n ≥ N and hence,
∣λR(λ,A)xn − xn∣ ≤ ∣λR(λ,A)(xn − x)∣ + ∣λR(λ,A)x − x∣ + ∣x − xn∣
≤ ε ⋅ λR(λ,A)u + ε ⋅ v1 + ε ⋅ u ≤ ε ⋅ (v1 + εv2 + 2u).
This proves (i). The second statement is an immediate consequence of the first one.
By using Yosida approximants we construct a sequence of exponentially order bounded,
relatively uniformly continuous, positive semigroups which will play a crucial role in the
proofs of Theorem 4.19 and Proposition 4.21.
Lemma 4.18. Let X be an ru-complete vector lattice with property (D) and let A be an
ru-closed and ru-densely defined operator on X such that (0,∞) ⊂ ρ+(A). Suppose that for
each x ∈X there exists u ∈X such that
∣R(λ,A)kx∣ ≤ λ−k ⋅ u
holds for all λ > 0 and k ∈ N. Then for each n ∈ N the operator
An ∶= n2R(n,A) − nI = nAR(n,A)
on X generates an exponentially order bounded, relatively uniformly continuous, positive
semigroup (Tn(t))t≥0 on X with order exponent 0. Furthermore, these semigroups satisfy
the following assertions.
(i) For each x ∈X there exists u ∈X such that
∣Tn(t)x∣ ≤ u
holds for all n ∈ N and t ≥ 0.




−Anx∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u
holds for all h ∈ [0, δ].
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(iii) The operators Tn(t) and Tm(s) commute for all n,m ∈ N and t, s ≥ 0.
Proof. For each n ∈ N we first define the operator Tn(t) and show (i). From this we will
conclude that (Tn(t))t≥0 is an exponentially order bounded, positive semigroup with order
exponent 0. Then we show (ii) which yields that An generates the ruc-semigroup (Tn(t))t≥0.
At the end we verify (iii).
To prove (i), fix x ∈X. By assumption, there exists u ∈X such that
∣(nR(n,A))kx∣ ≤ u (4.2)



































is a relatively uniform Cauchy sequence in X






(n2R(n,A))kx for each t ≥ 0 and
n ∈ N. Since n2R(n,A) is a positive linear operator the mapping





















⋅ u = u (4.3)
for all t ≥ 0 and n ∈ N. This proves (i). Moreover, it follows that Tn(t)x is an element of
the principal ideal Iu ⊂ X generated by u for all t ≥ 0 and n ∈ N. Since X is ru-complete,














converge, one can show, as for the Cauchy product for scalar series, that for each n ∈ N
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Aknx = Tn(t + s)x
and Tn(0)x = x. This proves that (Tn(t))t≥0 is a positive semigroup on X for each n ∈ N.













)njnk−j) ⋅ u = (2n)k ⋅ u (4.5)
for each k ∈ N. Now, fix n ∈ N and 0 < ε < 1. Then, by using (4.4) and (4.5), for all
h ∈ [0, ε ⋅ e−2n] we estimate
∣Tn(h)x − x
h


















) ⋅ u ≤ ε ⋅ u.
This proves (ii) and shows that the orbit map t ↦ Tn(t)x is ru-differentiable. Hence, by
Proposition 2.10, it is ru-continuous.
Finally, assertion (iii) follows from formula (4.4) and the fact that An and Am commute
for all n,m ∈ N.
4.2.3 A Hille-Yosida type theorem and uniqueness
The Hille-Yosida theorem is a milestone in the theory of one-parameter semigroups of
operators and was independently proved in 1948 by E. Hille in [25] and K. Yosida [58]. It
enables the identification of a strongly continuous operator semigroup on a Banach space
through the resolvents of its generator. Our main goal here is to prove a counterpart
of the Hille-Yosida theorem for relatively uniformly continuous positive semigroups. It
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provides a characterization of those linear operators that are the generators of exponentially
order bounded, relatively uniformly continuous, positive semigroups. More precisely, the
generators are characterized in terms of the behavior of their resolvents.
Theorem 4.19. Let X be an ru-complete vector lattice with property (D) and let A be a
linear operator on X. Then the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) Operator A generates an exponentially order bounded, relatively uniformly continu-
ous, positive semigroup on X with order exponent 0.
(ii) Operator A is ru-closed, ru-densely defined, (0,∞) ⊂ ρ+(A), and for each x ∈X there
exists u ∈X such that
∣R(λ,A)kx∣ ≤ λ−k ⋅ u (4.6)
holds for all k ∈ N and λ > 0.
While the implication (i)⇒(ii) follows directly from Proposition 4.7 and
Proposition 4.16.(ii), more effort is needed for the proof of (ii)⇒(i).
Proof of Theorem 4.19. We divide the proof into the following three steps.
Step 1: By using the semigroups (Tn(t))t≥0 defined in Lemma 4.18, for each y ∈ D(A)
and t ≥ 0 we define T (t)y as the ru-limit of (Tn(t)y)n∈N as n → ∞ and extend this
definition to X.
Step 2: We show that (T (t))t≥0 is an exponentially order bounded, relatively uniformly
continuous, positive semigroup on X with order exponent 0.
Step 3: We prove that A generates (T (t))t≥0.
Step 1. For each n ∈ N consider the Yosida approximants An and the corresponding
semigroups (Tn(t))t≥0 as defined in Lemma 4.18. Fix x ∈X. Since A is ru-densely defined,
there exists a sequence (xk)k∈N ⊂D(A) such that xk
ruÐ→ x.
We show first that for each t ≥ 0 and k ∈ N the sequence (Tn(t)xk)n∈N is a relatively
uniform Cauchy sequence. By Lemma 4.17.(ii), there exists ũ ∈X such that for each ε > 0
there exists N ∈ N such that
∣Anxk −Amxk∣ ≤ ∣nAR(n,A)xk −Axk∣ + ∣Axk −mAR(m,A)xk∣ ≤ ε ⋅ (2ũ)
holds for all n,m, k ≥ N . Furthermore, by Lemma 4.18.(i), there exist w̃, v ∈ X such that
we have Tn(t)(2ũ) ≤ w̃ and Tn(t)w̃ ≤ v for all n ∈ N and t ≥ 0. Since Tn(t) and Tm(t) are
positive operators, we estimate
∣Tm(t − τ)Tn(τ)(Anxk −Amxk)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ v (4.7)
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for all n,m, k ≥ N , t ≥ 0, and τ ∈ [0, t]. Moreover, by Lemma 4.18.(iii), for each n,m ∈ N
and t, s ≥ 0 the operators Tn(t), Tm(s) commute and hence, by Lemma 4.8, (4.7), and
Proposition 2.12.(iii), for each ε > 0 there exists N ∈ N such that
∣Tn(t)xk − Tm(t)xk∣ = ∣∫
t
0
Tm(t − τ)Tn(τ)(Anxk −Amxk) dτ ∣ ≤ t ⋅ ε ⋅ v
holds for all n,m, k ≥ N and t ≥ 0. In particular, this proves that for each k ≥ N and t ≥ 0
the sequence (Tn(t)xk)n∈N is a relatively uniform Cauchy sequence and hence, it has a limit
which we denote by T (t)xk. Furthermore, it also proves that there exists v ∈ X such that
for each ε > 0 there exists N ∈ N such that
∣Tn(t)xk − T (t)xk∣ ≤ t ⋅ ε ⋅ v (4.8)
holds for all n, k ≥ N and t ≥ 0. In particular, for each t > 0 and ε > 0 there exists Ñ ∈ N
such that
∣Tn(t)xk − T (t)xk∣ ≤ t ⋅
ε
t
⋅ v = ε ⋅ v (4.9)
holds for all n, k ≥ Ñ .
Next, we prove that (T (t)xk)k∈N is a relatively uniform Cauchy sequence for each t ≥ 0.
Let u ∈ X be the convergence regulator of xk
ruÐ→ x as k → ∞. By Lemma 4.18.(i), there
exists ṽ ∈ X such that Tn(t)u ≤ ṽ holds for all n ∈ N, t ≥ 0 and hence, by (4.9), for each
ε > 0 and t ≥ 0 there exists Ñ ∈ N such that
∣T (t)xk − T (t)xm∣ ≤ ∣T (t)xk − Tn(t)xk∣ + Tn(t)∣xk − xm∣ + ∣Tn(t)xm − T (t)xm∣
≤ ε ⋅ (v + Tn(t)u + v) ≤ ε ⋅ (2v + ṽ)
holds for all k,m ≥ Ñ . Therefore, for each t ≥ 0 the sequence (T (t)xk)k∈N is a relatively
uniform Cauchy sequence and it has a limit which we denote by T (t)x. Furthermore, there
exists w̃ ∈X such that for each t ≥ 0 and ε > 0 there exists Ñ ∈ N such that
∣T (t)xk − T (t)x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ w̃ (4.10)
holds for all k ≥ Ñ . As in the Banach space case, it is not difficult to verify that the limit
T (t)x is independent of the choice of (xk)k∈N.
Step 2. Since positivity and the semigroup property are preserved under ru-limits,
(T (t))t≥0 is a positive semigroup. We now show that it is exponentially order bounded
with order exponent 0. To this end, fix x ∈X and pick any sequence (xk)k∈N ⊂D(A) such
that xk
ruÐ→ x with respect to a regulator u ∈X. Then, by (4.10), (4.9) and Lemma 4.18.(i),
there exists v1, v2, v3 ∈X such that for each t ≥ 0 there exists N ∈ N such that
∣T (t)x − T (t)xN ∣ ≤ v1, ∣T (t)xN − TN(t)xN ∣ ≤ v2, ∣xN ∣ ≤ u + ∣x∣, TN(t)(u + ∣x∣) ≤ v3
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hold and hence,
∣T (t)x∣ ≤ ∣T (t)x − T (t)xN ∣ + ∣T (t)xN − TN(t)xN ∣ + TN(t)∣xN ∣
≤ v1 + v2 + TN(t)(u + ∣x∣) ≤ v1 + v2 + v3.
(4.11)
Therefore, in order to conclude that (T (t))t≥0 is exponentially order bounded with order
exponent 0, we are only left to prove that it is ru-continuous. By Theorem 3.29, that is
the case if T (h)y ruÐ→ y holds for each y ∈D(A) as h↘ 0. By the same reasoning as in the
proof of (4.8), we derive that there exists w1 ∈X such that for a fixed 0 < ε̃ ≤ 1 there exists
Ñ ∈ N such that ∣T (h)y − TÑ(h)y∣ ≤ h ⋅ ε̃ ⋅ w1 holds for all h ≥ 0. Furthermore, since the
semigroup (TÑ(t))t≥0 is ru-continuous there exists w2 ∈ X such that for each ε > 0 there
exists 0 < δ < ε such that ∣TÑ(h)y − y∣ ≤ ε ⋅w2 holds for all h ∈ [0, δ] and hence,
∣T (h)y − y∣ ≤ ∣T (h)y − TÑ(h)y∣ + ∣TÑ(h)y − y∣ ≤ h ⋅ ε̃ ⋅w1 + ε ⋅w2 ≤ ε ⋅ (w1 +w2).
Step 3. Let B denote the generator of (T (t))t≥0. We show that A and B coincide on
D(A) and that D(A) =D(B) which will conclude the proof.
Fix y ∈D(A). As we mentioned in Step 2, from the proof of (4.8) one can deduce that
there exists u1 ∈X such that for each ε > 0 there exist N ∈ N such that
∣T (h)y − Tn(h)y∣ ≤ h ⋅ ε ⋅ u1
holds for all h ≥ 0 and n ≥ N . Furthermore, by Lemma 4.18.(ii) and Lemma 4.17.(ii), there
exist u2, u3 ∈X such that for each ε > 0 there exist M ≥ N and δ > 0 such that
∣TM(h)y − y
h
−AMy∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u2, ∣AMy −Ay∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u3
hold for all h ∈ [0, δ] and hence, we obtain
∣T (h)y − y
h
−Ay∣ ≤ ∣T (h)y − TM(h)y
h
∣ + ∣TM(h)y − y
h
−AMy∣ + ∣AMy −Ay∣
≤ h ⋅ ε ⋅ u1
h
+ ε ⋅ u2 + ε ⋅ u3 ≤ ε ⋅ (u1 + u2 + u3).
This proves that D(A) ⊂D(B) and that A coincides with B on D(A).
To prove D(B) ⊂ D(A), fix x ∈ D(B). Since B is the generator of an exponentially
order bounded semigroup with order exponent 0, by assumption and Proposition 4.16.(iii),
we have 1 ∈ ρ+(A) ∩ ρ+(B) and hence, (I −A) and (I −B) are bijective operators. Thus,
there exists y ∈ D(A) such that (I −B)x = (I −A)y. Since (I −A) and (I −B) coincide
on D(A) we obtain (I − B)x = (I − B)y and hence, we have x = y. This proves that
x ∈D(A).
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The following corollary is a generalization of Theorem 4.19 for exponentially order
bounded ruc-semigroups of any order exponent.
Corollary 4.20. Let X be an ru-complete vector lattice with property (D) and let A be a
linear operator on X. For w ∈ R the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) Operator A generates an exponentially order bounded, relatively uniformly continu-
ous, positive semigroup on X with order exponent w.
(ii) Operator A is ru-closed, ru-densely defined, (w,∞) ⊂ ρ+(A), and for each x ∈X there
exists u ∈X such that
∣R(λ,A)kx∣ ≤ (λ −w)−k ⋅ u
holds for all k ∈ N and λ > w.
Proof. By Lemma 4.15, the operator (A,D(A)) generates an exponentially order bounded,
relatively uniformly continuous, positive semigroup on X with order exponent w if and
only if (A − wI,D(A)) generates an exponentially order bounded, relatively uniformly
continuous, positive semigroup with order exponent 0. By Theorem 4.19, this is the case
if and only if (A−wI,D(A)) is ru-closed, ru-densely defined, (0,∞) ⊂ ρ+(A−wI), and for
each x ∈X there exists u ∈X such that
∣R(λ,A −wI)kx∣ ≤ λ−k ⋅ u
holds for all k ∈ N and λ > 0. We conclude the proof by noting that, by Lemma 4.15, we
have R(λ,A −wI) = R(λ −w,A) and
ρ+(A −wI) = {λ > w ∶ R(λ,A) exists and is a positive operator on X}.
We finish this chapter with the following result.
Proposition 4.21. Let X be an ru-complete vector lattice with property (D). Every ex-
ponentially order bounded, relatively uniformly continuous, positive semigroup on X is
uniquely determined by its generator.
Proof. By a simple rescaling argument (see Lemma 4.15) it is enough to prove the claim
for an exponentially order bounded, relatively uniformly continuous, positive semigroup
(S(t))t≥0 with order exponent 0. We show that (S(t))t≥0 coincides with the semigroup
(T (t))t≥0 which was constructed in Step 1 of the proof of the backward implication in
Theorem 4.19.
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Assume that A generates (S(t))t≥0. By Proposition 4.16, the positive resolvent set





for all n ∈ N and x ∈X. Furthermore, by Proposition 4.16 and Proposition 4.7, A satisfies
the assumptions of Lemma 4.18 and hence, for each n ∈ N the operator
An ∶= n2R(n,A) − nI = nAR(n,A)
on X generates the exponentially order bounded, relatively uniformly continuous, positive
semigroup (Tn(t))t≥0 with order exponent 0.
Fix y ∈ D(A). By Lemma 4.17.(ii), there exists u ∈ X such that for each ε > 0 there
exists N ∈ N such that
∣Any −Ay∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u
for all n ≥ N . Furthermore, by assumption and Lemma 4.18.(i), there exist w, v ∈ X such
that S(t)w ≤ v and Tn(t)u ≤ w for all n ∈ N and t ≥ 0. Hence, for each t ≥ 0 we have
∣S(t − τ)Tn(τ)(Any −Ay)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ v (4.13)
for all n ≥ N and τ ∈ [0, t].
By identity (4.12), the operators S(t) and An commute for each n ∈ N, t ≥ 0 and hence,
by (4.4), the operators S(t) and Tn(s) commute for each t, s ≥ 0 and n ∈ N. Therefore, by
Lemma 4.8, (4.13), and Proposition 2.12.(iii), for each ε > 0 there exists N ∈ N such that
∣S(t)y − Tn(t)y∣ = ∣∫
t
0
S(t − τ)Tn(τ)(Any −Ay) dτ ∣ ≤ t ⋅ ε ⋅ v
holds for all n ≥ N and t ≥ 0. This proves that Tn(t)y
ruÐ→ S(t)y as n → ∞ and hence,
S(t)y = T (t)y for every t ≥ 0 and y ∈ D(A). Since D(A) is ru-dense in X and S(t) and
T (t) preserve ru-convergence we obtain S(t)x = T (t)x for every x ∈X and t ≥ 0.
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E. Hille in K. Yosida sta med letoma 1942 in 1950 uvedla teorijo krepko zveznih polgrup na
Banachovih prostorih, s katero sta proučevala začetne probleme za parcialne diferencialne
enačbe. Družina (T (t))t≥0 omejenih operatorjev na Banachovem prostoru X je polgrupa,
če velja
T (t + s) = T (t)T (s) za vse t, s ≥ 0 in T (0) = I.
Polgrupa (T (t))t≥0 je krepko zvezna, če je orbitna preslikava
t↦ T (t)x
za vse x ∈X zvezna kot preslikava iz R+ v X.
Namen disertacije je razširati teorijo zveznih polgrup z Banachovih na vektorske mreže.
Pojavi se naravno vprašanje, ali je možno preučevati dinamične sisteme na splošnih vek-
torskih mrežah. Izkaže se, da temu namenu ustreza relativno enakomerna topologija τru,
saj želimo, da se krepka zveznost polgrup na splošnih vektorskih mrežah ujema s krepko
zveznostjo polgrup na Banachovih mrežah. To nam omogoča obravnavo polgrup tudi na
prostorih, ki niso Banachovi, kot so Cc(R), Lip(R), UC(R) in C(R), ter celo na prostorih,
ki niso lokalno konveksni, kot so Lp(R) za 0 < p < 1. Obravnavamo dva pojma zveznosti
polgrup na vektorskih mrežah: krepko zveznost glede na relativno enakomerno topologijo
τru in relativna enakomerna zveznost. Prvo definiramo s konvergenco v topologiji τru, zad-
njo pa z relativno enakomerno konvergenco. V disertaciji se osredotočamo predvsem na
relativno enakomerno zvezne polgrupe. Pokazali bomo, da je za tovrstne polgrupe možno
razviti sistematično teorijo podobno kot v primeru C0-polgrup, vključno z izrekom tipa
Hille-Yosida.
E. H. Moore je leta 1912 ugotovil, da je za splošno analizo na funkcijskih prostorih
potrebna posplošitev pojma enakomerne konvergence zaporedij realnih funkcij, definiranih
na dani množici, v ustrezneǰsi pojem relativno enakomerne konvergence. Posplošeno za-
poredje (xα)α v vektorski mreži X relativno enakomerno konvergira k x ∈ X, če obstaja
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tak u ∈X+, da za poljubno majhen ε > 0 obstaja tak α0, da za vse α ≥ α0 velja
∣xα − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u.
Izkaže se, da relativno enakomerna konvergenca implicira urejenostno konvergenco in
konvergenco v normi na Banachovih mrežah. Po drugi strani pa iz [18, Proposition 3]
sledi, da se relativno enakomerna konvergenca in urejenostna konvergenca za posplošenih
zaporedjev ujemata, čim je X Banachova mreža z urejenostno zvezno normo. Po [57,
Proposition 1] velja tudi, da se na Banachovi mreži X relativno enakomerna konvergenca
in konvergenca v normi ujemata natanko tedaj, ko ima X krepko enoto.
Naslednja trditev opǐse relativno enakomerno konvergenco v prostoru Cc(Ω), kjer je Ω
lokalno kompakten Hausdorffov prostor.
Trditev 1. Posplošeno zaporedje (fα)α ⊂ Cc(Ω) konvergira relativno enakomerno k f ∈
Cc(Ω) natanko tedaj, ko velja fα
∥⋅∥∞ÐÐ→ f in ko obstaja taka kompaktna podmnožica K ⊂ Ω
ter tako število α0 da za vse α ≥ α0 velja fα∣Kc = 0.
Pojem relativno enakomerne konvergence nam omogoča definirati zveznost, odvedljivost
in integrabilnost funkcij iz R+ v vektorsko mrežo X in obravnavo povezav med temi pojmi.
Definicija 2. Funkcija f ∶R+ → X je relativno enakomerno zvezna (kraǰse ru-zvezna), če
obstaja tak regulator zveznosti u∶R+ →X, tako da za vsak ε > 0 obstaja tak δ > 0, da velja
∣f(h + t) − f(t)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u(t)
za vse t ≥ 0 in h ∈ [−min{δ, t}, δ].
Definicija 3. Funkcija f ∶R+ →X je relativno enakomerno odvedljiva (kraǰse ru-odvedljiva),
če obstaja taka funkcija f ′∶R+ →X in tak regulator odvedljivosti u∶R+ →X, da za vse ε > 0
obstaja tak δ > 0, da velja
∣f(h + t) − f(t)
h
− f ′(t)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u(t)
za vse t ≥ 0 in h ∈ [−min{δ, t}, δ]. Funkciji f ′ pravimo ru-odvod funkcije f .
Trditev 4. Vsaka ru-odvedljiva funkcija je ru-zvezna.
Definicija 5. Funkcija f ∶R+ →X je relativno enakomerno integrabilna (kraǰse ru-integra-
bilna), če za vse s ≥ 0 obstaja enolično določen I(s) ∈ X in tak regulator u(s) ∈ X, da za





(si − si−1)f(ti) − I(s)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u(s),
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pri čemer je {s0, s1, . . . , sn} poljubna particija intervala [0, s], za katero je
max1≤i≤n ∣si − si−1∣ ≤ δ in ti ∈ [si−1, si], 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Preslikavi s ↦ ∫
s
0 f(t) dt ∶= I(s) pravimo
ru-integral funkcije f .
Naslednja trditev predstavlja različico osnovnega izreka analize za ru-zvezne in ru-
integrabilne funkcije.
Trditev 6. Naj bo f ∶R+ → X ru-zvezna in ru-integrabilna funkcija. Tedaj je njen ru-
integral ru-odvedljiv in njegov odvod je enak f .
Naslednji izrek uporabimo v dokazu leme 33. Gre za različico Newton-Leibnizovega
izreka v kontekstu relativno enakomerne konvergence.
Trditev 7. Naj bo f ∶R+ →X taka ru-odvedljiva funkcija z regulatorjem odvedljivosti tak
u∶R+ →X, da je njen ru-odvod f ′ ru-zvezen z regulatorjem zveznosti ũ∶R+ →X. Če sta u




f ′(t) dt = f(s) − f(0).
Relativno enakomerna konvergenca porodi relativno enakomerno topologijo, kar je
opisano v [38]. Pravimo, da je podmnožica S v X relativno enakomerno zaprta, če je limita
vsakega relativno enakomerno konvergentnega zaporedja (xn)n∈N ⊂ S tudi sama vsebovana
v S. Po [38, Section 3] so relativno enakomerno zaprte množice ravno zaprte množice neke
topologije na X, ki jo imenujemo relativno enakomerna topologija in označujemo s τru.
Preprosto je videti, da je množica V ⊂ X odprta v relativno enakomerni topologiji (ali
relativno enakomerno odprta), čim je za xn
ruÐ→ x in x ∈ V tudi xn ∈ V za vse dovolj velike
n ∈ N. Če posplošeno zaporedje (xα)α ⊂X konvergira k x v τru, pǐsemo xα
τruÐ→ x.
Če ima vektorska mreža X krepko enoto u ∈X, potem norma
∥x∥u ∶= inf{λ > 0 ∶ ∣x∣ ≤ λ ⋅ u}
porodi relativno enakomerno topologijo τru na X. Če je poleg tega (X,τ) polna, metriz-
abilna in lokalno strnjena vektorska mreža, potem topologiji τru in τ sovpadata.
Znano je, da iz xn
ruÐ→ x sledi xn
τruÐ→ x, ko gre n →∞, kar je opisano v [38, Section 3].
Naslednja definicija nam omogoča posplošitev tega rezultata.
Definicija 8. Pravimo, da posplošeno zaporedje (xα)α ⊂ X relativno enakomerno ∗-
konvergira k x ∈ X, če vsako posplošeno podzaporedje v (xα)α vsebuje posplošeno podza-
poredje, ki relativno enakomerno konvergira k x.
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Če (posplošeno) zaporedje (xα) relativno enakomerno ∗-konvergira k x, to zapǐsemo
kot xα
ru∗ÐÐ→ x. Dobimo naslednjo trditev.
Trditev 9. Če velja xα
ru∗ÐÐ→ x, potem velja tudi xα
τruÐ→ x.
Obrat tega rezultata velja za zaporedja (glej [38, Theorem 3.5]), ne pa tudi za pos-
plošena zaporedja, kar je razvidno iz sledečega primera.
Primer 10. Naj bo ω1 prvo neštevno ordinalno število in naj bo X vektorska mreža vseh
realnih funkcij na ω1 s števnim nosilcem. Oglejmo si posplošeno zaporedje (χα)α∈ω1 v X,
kjer je χα karakteristična funkcija množice {α}. Očitno (χα)α∈ω1 konvergira k 0 po točkah,
torej po [26, Example 2.2] konvergira tudi v relativno enakomerni topologiji na X. Po drugi
strani pa nobeno posplošeno podzaporedje v (χα)α∈ω1 ne konvergira relativno enakomerno.
Iz naslednje leme je razvidno, da je funkcija u∶x↦ 1+∥x∥ krepka enota vektorskih mrež
Lip(RN) in UC(RN) za N ∈ N.
Lema 11. Za poljuben N ∈ N in vse f ∈ UC(RN) ter ε > 0 obstaja tak δ > 0, da velja
∣f(x) − f(y)∣ ≤ ε ⋅ (∥x − y∥ ⋅ δ−1 + 1)
za vse x, y ∈ RN .
V klasični teoriji polgrup običajno obravnavamo konvergenco v normi orbitnih pres-
likav na prostorih Lp (1 ≤ p < ∞). Elias M. Stein je v [50] pokazal, da je v nekaterih
primerih potrebno obravnavati tudi orbitne preslikave C0-polgrup, ki konvergirajo domini-
rano skoraj povsod. Steinov maksimalni izrek pravi, da orbitne preslikave simetričnih
difuzijsko-skrčitvenih polgrup na prostorih Lp (1 < p < ∞) konvergirajo po točkah skoraj
povsod, njihove trajektorije pa so urejenostno omejene. Primere takih polgrup najdemo v
[51, str. 66-67]. V luči tega izreka opazimo naslednje dejstvo.
Izrek 12. Naj bo (Y,F , µ) prostor s pozitivno mero in naj bo (T (t))t≥0 polgrupa na Lp(Y ),
kjer je 1 ≤ p <∞. Tedaj za vse f ∈ Lp(Y ) velja
T (h)f ruÐ→ f ko gre h↘ 0,
čim je zadoščeno sledečima pogojema.
(i) limh↘0(T (h)f)(x) = f(x) za skoraj vse x ∈ Y .
(ii) Obstajata taka u ∈ Lp(Y ) in δ > 0, da za vse t ∈ [0, δ] velja ∣T (t)f ∣ ≤ u.
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Zadnji izrek motivira naslednjo definicijo polgrup na splošnih vektorskih mrežah.
Definicija 13. Polgrupa (T (t))t≥0 na vektorski mreži X je relativno enakomerno zvezna
polgrupa (kraǰse ruc-polgrupa), če za vse x ∈X in t ≥ 0 velja
T (h + t)x ruÐ→ T (t)x, ko gre h→ 0.
Pri obravnavi ruc-polgrup sta naslednja rezultata ključnega pomena.
Trditev 14. Naj bo (T (t))t≥0 pozitivna polgrupa na vektorski mreži X. Če za vse x ∈ X
velja T (h)x ruÐ→ x, ko gre h↘ 0, tedaj je množica {∣T (t)x∣ ∶ 0 ≤ t ≤ s} urejenostno omejena
v X za vse s ≥ 0.
Trditev 15. Naj bo (T (t))t≥0 pozitivna polgrupa na vektorski mreži X. Tedaj je (T (t))t≥0
relativno enakomerno zvezna na X natanko tedaj, ko za vse x ∈ X+ velja T (h)x
ruÐ→ x, ko
gre h↘ 0.
Naslednja posledica sledi iz izreka 12 in trditve 15.
Posledica 16. Naj bo (Y,F , µ) prostor s pozitivno mero in naj bo (T (t))t≥0 pozitivna
polgrupa na Lp(Y ), kjer je 1 ≤ p < ∞. Če sta zadoščena pogoja (i) in (ii) v izreku 12 za
vse f ∈ Lp(Y ), potem je (T (t))t≥0 relativno enakomerno zvezna.
S pomočjo posledice 16 in Steinovega maksimalnega izreka lahko pokažemo, da sta
Ornstein-Uhlenbeckova polgrupa in toplotna polgrupa relativno enakomerno zvezni na
nekaterih Lp prostorih z 1 < p <∞.
V nadaljnjem obravnavamo povezavo med krepko in relativno enakomerno zveznostjo
za pozitivne polgrupe na Banachovih mrežah.
Trditev 17. Naj bo (T (t))t≥0 pozitivna C0-polgrupa na Banachovi mreži X in naj bo
(A,D(A)) njen generator. Tedaj obstaja tak w ∈ R, da za vse y ∈ D(A) obstaja tak
z ∈ D(A), da za poljuben t ≥ 0 velja ∣T (t)y∣ ≤ ewtz in T (h + t)y ruÐ→ T (t)y, ko gre h → 0
glede na nek regulator u ∈D(A).
V trditvi 14 smo videli, da je potreben pogoj za relativno enakomerno zveznost neke
pozitivne polgrupe na vektorski mreži urejenostna omejenost trajektorij njenih orbitnih
preslikav na vseh končnih intervalih. V naslednji trditvi pokažemo obrat za primer pozi-
tivnih C0-polgrup na Banachovih mrežah.
Izrek 18. Za pozitivno C0-polgrupo (T (t))t≥0 na Banachovi mreži X so naslednje trditve
ekvivalentne.
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(i) (T (t))t≥0 je relativno enakomerno zvezna.
(ii) Obstaja tak s > 0, da je množica {∣T (t)x∣ ∶ t ∈ [0, s]} omejena v X za vse x ∈X.
(iii) Za vse x ∈X in t ≥ 0 velja T (h + t)x oÐ→ T (t)x, ko gre h→ 0.
Iz trditev 1 in 17 sledi, da je (levo) translacijska polgrupa relativno enakomerno zvezna
na Cc(R) in na prvem prostoru Soboljeva W1,p(R) za 1 ≤ p <∞. Po drugi strani pa (levo)
translacijska polgrupa ni relativno enakomerno zvezna na Lp(R) za vse 0 < p <∞, vendar
je zvezna v smislu naslednje definicije.
Definicija 19. Polgrupa (T (t))t≥0 na vektorski mreži X je krepko zvezna glede na τru, ali
τru-krepko zvezna, če so orbitne preslikave t ↦ T (t)x za vse x ∈ X zvezne kot preslikave iz
(R+, τe) v (X,τru).
Z naslednjima definicijama uvajamo razrede vektorskih mrež, na katerih so vse pozi-
tivne polgrupe relativno enakomerno zvezne, če so le njihove orbitne preslikave urejenostno
omejene na končnih intervalih in ru-zvezne na ru-gosti podmnožici; glej izrek 22.
Definicija 20. Vektorska mreža X ima lastnost (D), če sta za vsako posplošno zaporedje
regularnih operatorjev (Tα)α naslednja pogoja zadostna da velja Tαx
ruÐ→ 0 za vse x ∈X.
(a) Obstaja taka ru-gosta podmnožica D ⊂X, da za vse y ∈D velja Tαy
ruÐ→ 0 .
(b) Za vsako zaporedje (xn)n∈N ⊂ X, za katero velja xn
ruÐ→ 0, obstaja tak u ∈ X+, da za
vsak ε > 0 obstajata taka Nε ∈ N in αε, da za vse n ≥ Nε in α ≥ αε velja ∣Tαxn∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u.
Definicija 21. Vektorska mreža X ima lastnost (C), če za vsako števno družino relativno
enakomerno konvergentnih zaporedij skupen regulator.
Pokažemo, da razred vektorskih mrež z lastnostjo (C) poleg vektorskih mrež z ure-
jenostno enoto vsebuje tudi razred polnih metrizabilnih lokalno strnjenih vektorskih mrež.
Obratno v splošnem ne velja, saj protiprimer nudi prostor Lip(R). Da se pokazati tudi, da
ima vsaka vektorska mreža z lastnostjo (C) tudi lastnost (D). Sicer pa je razred vektorskih
mrež z lastnostjo (C) pravi podrazred vektorskih mrež z lastnostjo (D), saj ima Cc(R)
lastnost (D), ne pa tudi lastnosti (C).
Na vektorskih mrežah s tema dvema lastnostima je možno dokazati naslednji razširitveni
izrek za relativno enakomerno zvezno polgrupo.
Izrek 22. Naj ima X lastnost (D) in naj bo (T (t))t≥0 pozitivna polgrupa na X. Tedaj je
(T (t))t≥0 relativno enakomerno zvezna na X natanko tedaj, ko veljata sledeča pogoja.
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(i) Obstaja taka ru-gosta podmnožica D ⊂ X, da za vse y ∈ D velja T (h)y ruÐ→ y, ko gre
h↘ 0.
(ii) Za vse s ≥ 0 in x ∈X je množica {∣T (t)x∣ ∶ ; 0 ≤ t ≤ s} urejenostno omejena v X.
Funkcija ϕ∶R+ ×R → R je zvezen poltok, če je zvezna v drugi spremenljivki in zadošča
ϕ(0, x) = x in ϕ(t + s, x) = ϕ(t, ϕ(s, x)) za vse x ∈ R ter t, s ≥ 0. Vsakemu poltoku ϕ
pridružimo družino operatorjev Tϕ ∶= (Tϕ(t))t≥0 na C(R) podanih s predpisom
(Tϕ(t)f)(x) = f(ϕ(t, x))
za vse x ∈ R and t ≥ 0. Tako dobljeni polgrupi pravimo Koopmanova polgrupa.
Z uporabo izreka 22 lahko dokažemo naslednjo trditev, ki karakterizira relativno enakomerno
zvezne Koopmanove polgrupe na C(R),UC(R) in Lip(R).
Trditev 23. Naj bo X = Lip(R), X = UC(R) ali X = C(R) in naj bo ϕ tak poltok, da je
X invarianten za operatorje polgrupe Tϕ. Naslednje trditve so ekvivalentne.
(i) Tϕ je relativno enakomerno zvezna na X.
(ii) Obstaja tak u ∈ X, da za vsak ε > 0 obstaja tak δ > 0, da za vse h ∈ [0, δ] in x ∈ R
velja
∣ϕ(h,x) − x∣ ≤ ε ⋅ u(x).
Če trditev 23 uporabimo na poltoku (t, x)↦ t + x, dobimo naslednjo posledico.
Posledica 24. Polgrupa (levih) translacij je relativno enakomerno zvezna na Lip(R),
UC(R) in C(R).
Obravnavamo tudi pojem generatorjev pozitivnih ruc-polgrup. Uvedemo pojma ru-
zaprtih in ru-gosto definiranih operatorjev na vektorskih mreži ter pokažemo, da je takšen
vsak generator pozitivne ruc-polgrupe. Obravnavamo tudi ruc-polgrupe, katerih orbitne
preslikave rastejo urejenostno eksponentno. Preučujemo resolventne operatorje generator-
jev tovrstnih polgrup.
Kot v primeru C0-polgrup, glej [21, Definition II.1.2], lahko definiramo generator rela-
tivno enakomerno zvezne polgrupe na sledeč način.
Definicija 25. Generator A∶D(A) ⊂X →X relativno enakomerno zvezne polgrupe
(T (t))t≥0 na X je operator








(T (h)x − x) obstaja v X} .
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Generator krepko zvezne polgrupe na Banachovem prostoru je zaprt in gosto definiran;
glej [21, Theorem II.1.4]. V našem kontekstu je potrebno uvesti nekaj pojmov.
Definicija 26. Operator P na X je ru-gosto definiran, če je njegova domena D(P ) ru-
gosta v X. Operator P na X z domeno D(P ) je ru-zaprt, če iz xn
ruÐ→ x in Pxn
ruÐ→ y sledi
x ∈D(P ) ter Px = y.
Trditev 27. Generator pozitivne relativno enakomerno zvezne polgrupe je ru-gosto defini-
ran in ru-zaprt.
V trditivi 17 smo videli, da za pozitivno C0-polgrupo (T (t))t≥0 na Banachovi mreži
obstaja tak w ∈ R, da za vsak y ∈ D(A) obstaja tak z ∈ D(A), da za vse t ≥ 0 velja
∣T (t)y∣ ≤ ewtz, kjer je (A,D(A)) generator polgrupe (T (t))t≥0. To motivira naslednjo
definicijo.
Definicija 28. Pravimo, da je ruc-polgrupa (T (t))t≥0 na vektorski mreži X urejenostno
eksponentno omejena, če obstaja tak w ∈ R, da za vse x ∈X obstaja tak u ∈X, da velja
∣T (t)x∣ ≤ ewtu
za vse t ≥ 0. Takemu w ∈ R pravimo urejenostni eksponent polgrupe (T (t))t≥0.
Primer 29. (Levo) translacijska polgrupa je eksponentno urejenostno omejena na Lip(R),
UC(R) in W1,p(R), ni pa urejenostno eksponentno omejena na Cc(R) in C(R).
Za operator A na X definiramo njegovo pozitivno resolventno množico z
ρ+(A) ∶= {λ ∈ R∶ R(λ,A) ∶= (λ −A)−1 obstaja in je pozitiven operator na X}.
Naslednja trditev pravi, da so te resolvente ravno Laplaceove transformiranke pri-
padajočih polgrup.
Trditev 30. Naj bo (T (t))t≥0 urejenostno eksponentno omejena, pozitivna, relativno
enakomerno zvezna polgrupa na X z urejenostnim eksponentom w ∈ R in naj bo A njen
generator. Tedaj veljajo naslednje trditve.
(i) Za vse λ > w je s predpisom x ↦ R(λ)x ∶= ∫
∞
0 e
−λtT (t)x dt definiran pozitiven
operator na X.
(ii) Za poljuben x ∈ X obstaja tak u ∈ X, da za vse k ∈ N in λ > w velja ∣R(λ)kx∣ ≤
(Reλ −w)−ku.
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(iii) Za vse λ > w velja R(λ) = R(λ,A) in λ ∈ ρ+(A).
Naslednji izrek je varianta izreka Hille-Yosida za pozitivne ruc-polgrupe.
Izrek 31. Naj bo X ru-polna vektorska mreža z lastnostjo (D). Za w ∈ R so naslednje
trditve ekvivalentne.
(i) Operator A generira urejenostno eksponentno omejeno, relativno enakomerno zvezno,
pozitivno polgrupo z urejenostnim eksponentom w.
(ii) Operator A je ru-zaprt, ru-gosto definiran, (w,∞) ⊂ ρ+(A) in za poljuben x ∈ X
obstaja tak u ∈X, da je ∣R(λ,A)kx∣ ≤ (λ −w)−ku za vse k ∈ N in λ > w.
Trditev (i)⇒(ii) sledi neposredno iz trditev 27 in 30.(ii), njen obrat pa terja več truda.
Trditev (ii)⇒(i) iz izreka 31 dokažemo v treh korakih. Po reskaliranju je dovolj pokazati
izrek 31 za w = 0.
Korak 1: Uporabimo Yosidove aproksimacije
An ∶= n2R(n,A) − nIX = nAR(n,A)
za vse n ∈ N, s čimer konstruiramo zaporedje urejenostno eksponentno omejenih,
relativno enakomerno zveznih, pozitivnih polgrup (Tn(t))t≥0 z urejenostnim ekspo-
nentom 0 za vse n ∈ N. Za vsak y ∈ D(A) in t ≥ 0 definiramo T (t)y kot ru-limito
polgrup Tn(t)y, ko gre n→∞ in razširimo njihove domene na X.
Korak 2: Pokažemo, da je (T (t))t≥0 urejenostno eksponentno omejena, relativno enakomerno
zvezna, pozitivna polgrupa z urejenostnim eksponentom 0.
Korak 3: Dokažemo, da A generira (T (t))t≥0.
Disertacijo zaključimo z naslednjim rezultatom.
Trditev 32. Naj bo X ru-polna vektorska mreža z lastnostjo (D). Urejenostno ekspo-
nentno omejena relativno enakomerno zvezna pozitivna polgrupa na X je s svojim gener-
atorjem enolično določena.
Trditev dokažemo s podobnimi argumenti kot v dokazu izreka 31 in naslednjo lemo.
Lema 33. Naj bosta (T (t))t≥0 in (S(t))t≥0 pozitivni ruc-polgrupi na X z generatorjema
A and B. Če velja D(A) ⊂ D(B), ter za vse s, t ≥ 0 operatorja T (t) in S(s) komutirata,
tedaj za poljuben x ∈D(A) in t ≥ 0 velja
S(t)x − T (t)x = ∫
t
0
T (t − τ)S(τ)(B −A)x dτ.
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